
FACULTY OF SCULPTURE STRUCTURE
INFORMATIONS FOR ERASMUS+ STUDENTS

SUBJECT PROFESSOR	AND	ASSISTANT	 LOCATION ECTS	 WHEN

Sculpture

Prof.	Adam	Myjak	

As.	Kinga	Smaczna-Łagowska	
AS.	Bartosz	Sandecki

Krakowskie	Przedmieście	5						
The	lowest	level	of	PainCng	
Building	-	basement

9 Monday	–	
Thursday,	
9.00-13.00

Prof.	Antoni	Pastwa		

As.	dr	Rafał	Rychter

Kościuszkowskie	Wybrzeże	37/39	
Ground	floor	of	the	building,	
studio	no	0.01

9 Monday	–	
Thursday,	
9.00-13.00

Prof.	Andrzej	Sołyga	

As.	dr	Andrzej	Kokosza	

Kościuszkowskie	Wybrzeże	37/39	
Ground	floor	of	the	building,	
studio	no		0.04

9 Monday	–	
Thursday,	
9.00-13.00

Studio	of	spaCal	
acCviCes	(treat	
as	main	studio	
of	sculpture)

Prof.	Roman	Woźniak		

As.	Agnieszka	Wach	

Spokojna	15	

studio	no	2.2

9 Monday	–	
Thursday,	
9.00-13.00

Drawing [at	least	
twice	a	week]

Dr	hab	Małgorzata	Gurowska	

As.	Anna	Siekierska

Spokojna	15	

studio	no	2.7

7 Monday	–	
Friday	
14.00-18.00

Dr	hab	Mariusz	Woszczyński Kościuszkowskie	Wybrzeże	37/39	
the	lowest	level	of	building	-	
basement,	studio	no		-1.08

7 Monday	–	
Friday	
14.00-18.00

Specializa>ons

Basic	
architectural	
design

As.	dr	Paweł	Mysera Spokojna	15	

studio	no	1.1

4 Thursday	
14.00-18.00,	
Friday	
9.00-13.00

Medal	and	small	
form	

prof.	Hanna	Jelonek		

As.	Aleksandra	Mazurkiewicz

Spokojna	15	

studio	no	2.4

4 Monday	
14.00-18.00,	
Friday	
9.00-13.00

For first and 
second year

The	Basics	Of	
SpaCal	Design

Prof.	Maciej	Aleksandrowicz	

As.	Ryszard	Zimek	

Spokojna	15		

studio	no	2.6

3 Tuesday		
14.00-18.00,	
Friday	
14.00-18.00

SUBJECT

http://pl.pons.com/t%252525C5%25252582umaczenie/angielski-polski/specialization


You	can	also	collect:			
2	ECTS	for	History	of	Contemporary	Art	(in	English)		

and	2	ECTS	for	Foreign	Language	(Polish)	

This	two	courses	take	place	in	the	main	building,	at	Krakowskie	Przedmieście	5.	

Remember	you	need	to	have	30	points	to	pass,	unless	your	academy	let	You	collect	less.	

*	Academy	is	open	from	8.00	-	21.00	[Spokojna	is	closed	every	Sunday]	

**To	get	a	keys	you	need	to	be	on	the	list,	lek	in	the	recepCon	of	each	building.	

***Faculty	Dean’s	Office	is	located	at	Kościuszkowskie	Wybrzeże	37/39	

Sculptural 
techniques

Ceramic Dr	Stanisław	Brach	

As.	dr	Zbigniew	Piotr	Lorek	
As.	Wiesław	Andrzejewski

Spokojna	15	

studio	no	1.3

4 Thursday	
14.00-18.00	
and	Friday	
9.00-13.00

Stone	 Stanisław	Gruszka Spokojna	15		

studio	no	1.6

4 Thursday	
14.00-18.00	
and	Friday	
9.00-13.00

Wood Dr	Marek	Kowalski	 Spokojna	15		

studio	no	1.8	

4 Thursday	
14.00-18.00	
and	Friday	
9.00-13.00

ArCsCc	Foundry,	
Moulding	

Dr	Mieczysław	Kozłowski	

As.	Andrzej	Łopiński	
As.Tomasz	Krzpiet

Spokojna	15		

studio	no	1.4

4 Thursday	
14.00-18.00	
and	Friday	
9.00-13.00

Photography Ewa Łuczak Spokojna	15		

studio	no	2.1

4 Friday	
9.00-13.00

Printmaking dr	Małgorzata	Dymitruk Spokojna	15	

studio	no	2.5

4 Thursday	
14.00-18.00	
and	Friday	
9.00-13.00

PROFESSOR	AND	ASSISTANT	 LOCATION ECTS	 WHENSUBJECT



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Sculpture 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Prof. Adam Myjak 

 

   

3/ Assistants Kinga Smaczna-Łagowska MA, Albert Kozak MA 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 240  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree,sculpture]. 
 

7/ Studies intake: 2016/17-Z - compulsory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
direction 

 

direction  

 
 

   

 Classes in the Sculpture Studio are conducted as exercises, 
 

 didactic dialogue, didactic discussion. Students are provided with 
 

 
are consulted and corrected during the implementation 
process 

 

 creative. 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat, classes will be 
 

 conducted in hybrid mode: 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
* in a remote (on-line) form, using the means 

 

electronic communications and tools made available by  

(class form)  

university. Contact using the academic mail of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw 

 

 
 

 and G Suite connected to it. 
 

 
** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 
Successfully completed 9th semester of studies at the 
Department of Sculpture 

 

   

 Successful completion of the course of study resulting in 
 

 Implementation of the studio program, tasks and projects made by  
 

12/ Final requirements 
student. 

 

In the case of a graduating class, submission of a thesis  

 
 

 
Master's thesis (diploma) and public defense before the 
Commission 

 

 Examination (diploma) 
 

   

13/ Form and manner 
-appraisal of the commitment and passion with which the work 
is carried out 

 



course credit sculptural 
 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) -assessment of artistic level and technical solutions 

 

 projects carried out 
 

 
-assessment of level of knowledge and logical reasoning 
regarding 

 

 specialization in the context of interdisciplinary education 
 

 (lectures, conversation classes) 
 

 
-assessment of innovation and individuality of solutions to 
problems 

 

 artistic 
 

   



 

   -assessment of ability to effectively translate and apply 
 

   
guidance and direction obtained in the course of your education 
as a result of 

 

   discussion and didactic dialogue 
 

   
- Assessment of the degree of commitment, discipline, and 
active, 

 

   systematically participate in activities taking place within the 
 

   studio program 
 

   
The grading scale is determined by the scores used in the Faculty 
of Education. 

 

   section 
 

   Due to epidemiological threat reviews, credits, 
 

   and exams will take place in a hybrid mode: 
 

   stationary and / or remote. Depending on the individual 
 

   case, as well as pandemic-related developments. 
 

     

   The aim of the class is to improve workshop skills 
 

   student, focusing not only on the use of traditional techniques  
 

14/ Learning objectives 

 sculpting, but on the simultaneous search for new 
 

 
opportunities and solutions. The class is also designed to develop 
and 

 

(curriculum content, 
description  deepen the ability to observe nature and interpret phenomena, and  

 

subject 
matter)   stimulate the search for expression and creation. The aim is to 

 

   also shaping and emphasizing student independence 
 

   in taking on sculptural challenges, building your own 
 

   visual language and prepare them to work independently and 
 

   further development as a sculptor. 
 

     

15/ Literature 
  J. Barcsay "Anatomy for the Artist" 

 

  O. Hansen " Toward an Open Form" 
 

mandatory   P. Szubert " Figura w rzeźbie polskiej XIX i XX wieku". 
 

used during  " Duty and Rebellion" collective work 
 

activities   E. Grabska, H. Morawska " Artists about art". 
 

   Z. Taranienko " Dialogues about art". 
 

     

16/ Literature    
 

supplementar
y   Orońsko Sculpture Quarterly - Centre of Polish Sculpture in 

Orońsko  

recommended for  
 

 Quarterly magazine of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw - 
Aspirations 

 

working independently  
 

  
 

student    
 

     

17/ Learning outcomes  
 

    

 Knowledge:  
 

 - the student should be able to build on traditions to build their relationship 
 

 to contemporary aspects of art 
 

 - Using this context, he should be able to search for and 
 

NEWS 
create your own, very personal work 

 

- should understand the relationship between theoretical and practical  



 
 

 aspects of the study 
 

 - The student and prospective graduate should be sensitive to 
 

 the reality around him 
 

 K_W01, K_W04, K_W05, K_W08, K_W09 
 

    

SKILLS Skills:  
 

     



 

 - The graduate, based on the experience of the past years of study, should 
 

 demonstrate an individual approach to their intentions 
 

 artistic 
 

 - The student should maintain a critical attitude toward various 
 

OBSERVATI
ONS 

manifestations of artistic proposals and activities in contemporary 
 

art world  

 
 

 - The student of sculpture should be open-minded and sensitive to the main 
 

 Artistic problems such as composition, scale, and construction, 
 

 material, expression and awareness of form 
 

 K_U01, K_U02, K_U03, K_U04, K_U07, K_U08 
 

   

 Social Competence: 
 

 - intrinsic motivation for personal exploration and action 
 

 artistic 
 

KOMPETEN - strong commitment to work, diligent exercise in matter 
 

CJE sculpting, in building a form 
 

- high artistic individuality, use of  

SOCIAL 
 

E 
unconventional solutions, openness to experimentation 

 

creative  

 
 

 - sensitivity to surrounding reality and subjective 
 

 interpretation of this reality in creative work 
 

 K_K01, K_K02, K_K03, K_K04 
 

    
18/ Description of 
requirements for 
laboratory, workshop 
or teaching aids 

  
The Sculpture Studio is equipped with the basic equipment, 
workshop, tools and materials necessary to teach the subject 
of Sculpture. 
 

Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Sculpture III 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator D. Andrzej Sołyga 

 

   

3/ Assistants Dr. Andrzej Kokosza 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 16  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2019/20-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
major; master's degree 

 

major; master's degree  

 
 

   

9/ Teaching methods 
exercises 240  

(class form)  

 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 

Passed first year in the Department of Sculpture or qualification in  
 

successive vintages on the basis of documentation of 
achievements 

 

 candidate. 
 

   

 1. develop a total original project in the field of sculpture its 
 

 context and relationship to space 
 

 2. the study of the act of its formal and semantic complexity 
 

 conducting analysis or synthesis. 
 

 3.Make sculptural or installation realizations completed 
 

 sketches and models 
 

 4. professionally develop an author's conception of the speech 
 

12/ Final requirements 
artistic and conscious use of 

 

workshop.  

 
 

 5.Present this concept in a visually clear form 
 

 (model, board, photographic visualization, and realizations 
 

 sculpting in any technique) 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat, the reviews will be 
 

 were held in a hybrid mode: onsite and/or remote. W 
 

 
depending on the individual case, as well as the development 
of 

 

 pandemic situation. 
 

   

13/ Form and manner 
1. evaluation of the conceptual and technical level of the 
completed 

 

course credit tasks. 
 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

2. evaluation of activities in the implementation of the program. 
and evaluation 

 

 creations 
 

 
3.Assessment of the general level of knowledge concerning artistic 
creation and 

 



 issues of public and social space 
 

 4 The grading scale is determined by the scores used in 
 

 Faculty. 
 

 
Evaluation of individual student work according to the grading scale 
provided in 

 

   



 

 Study Regulations from 0 to 5+. 
 

 The assessment consists of: 
 

 - Evaluation of the individual artistic and intellectual process  
 

 student, including independence in the execution of 
 

 issues addressed 30% 
 

 
- The artistic and technical level of the works performed; the 
degree of 

 

 innovation, originality of proposed solutions 30% 
 

 
- Level of knowledge in the context of interdisciplinary 
education 

 

 
(lectures, conversation classes), and the effectiveness of 
translating the acquired 

 

 knowledge and skills for the final artistic realization 10% 
 

 - Degree of commitment to work and ability to stage 
 

 carrying out the work 20% 
 

 - Evaluation of the form of presentation prepared by the student 
 

 artistic realization 10% 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat of credit, and 
 

 Examinations will be held in a hybrid mode: stationary 
 

 and / or remote. Depending on the individual case, how 
 

 pandemic-related developments as well. 
 

   

 The aim of the classes is to aim at shaping an artist who realizes 
 

 A variety of professional and artistic projects related to sculpture in 
 

14/ Learning objectives 
public space and social context. Ability to 

 

undertaking untypical sculptural projects in spaces  

(curriculum content, 
description 

 

galleries, architecture and urban planning. Transferring  

subject matter)  

knowledge of the wealth of spatial solutions in  

 
 

 contemporary artistic creations (sculptural arrangements 
 

 spatial, video installations, sculpture installations). 
 

   

 Oskar Hansen "Towards an Open Form" Foxal Gallery,2003 
 

 
Edward Hall "Hidden Dimension" Warsaw literary publishing 
house 

 

 MuseSA,2005 
 

15/ Literature 
Halina Taborska "Contemporary Public Art" Knowledge and 

 

life,1995  

mandatory  

Oskar Hansen "To See the World" Zachęta National Gallery of Art   

used during  

arts, 2005  

activities  

Christopher Alexander "The Language of Patterns" Danzig 
Publishing 

 

 
 

 psychological 2008 
 

 Grzegorz Dziamski "art after the end of art City Gallery 
 

 "Arsenal" Poznan 2009. 
 

   

16/ Literature  
 

supplementary  
 

recommended for Art of the world, Man & machine , Design of the 20th century 
 

working independently  
 

student  
 

   

17/ Learning outcomes  
  



KNOWLEDGE A student should consciously analyze complex anatomical and expressive 
composition issues, expressive values of sculptural objects, find his/her 
creative place in cultural reality. He/she should enter into a dialogue with well-
known realizations of 



 
of this scope. Should be able to analyze and evaluate them formally. 
Have the broadest knowledge of the expressive and meaningful 
expressions of their own mature art works.  
K_W01: detailed principles of execution in: full-plastic sculpture, bas-relief, 
relief, medal making with elements of lettering and specialization necessary 
for own projects; application of observation, imagination, intuition, curiosity, 
experimentation and research work in artistic development; 

 
K_W05:historical context of Polish sculpture and related artistic 
disciplines in holistic and systematized view, taking into account 
processes and influences of world culture, knows publications about 
main development lines in history of sculpture and its related artistic 
disciplines in context of art and theory of culture; 

 
K_W07: the historical context of Polish culture as a whole; can determine the 
specificity of national traditions on the examples of sacral and burial art in the context 
of world heritage, shows knowledge of the changes occurring in the history of art from 
the Paleolithic to the end of the twentieth century with particular emphasis on the 
history of sculpture and related artistic traditions; 

 
K_W09: a specific range of issues related to sculpture techniques and 
technologies (in a comprehensive approach) and has a thorough 
knowledge of materials: wood, metal, stone, clay, experimental materials 
(own techniques), is able to use this knowledge during realization of 
artistic work; 

 
K_W011:the historical and cultural context of other fields of contemporary 
science: philosophy, cultural anthropology, media theory, aesthetics, 
understands their relationships with the form of the profession; 
the historical and cultural context of current patterns of independence and 
freedom of artistic expression; 
principles of conscious use of sources of one's own artistic inspiration, 
including in social and cultural contexts; 

 
SKILLS K_U01: use the patterns underlying artistic creation in  
OCCUPATIONS composition and building blocks, contrasts, visual structures, light, color, 

construction, detail, texture, statics, and dynamics (kinetic sculpture); 
 

K_U02: create and consequently realize autonomous artistic 
concepts showing imagination, intuition, curiosity, creative 
experimentation and creativity; 
observe his/her own creative process in the broadest possible context; use 
freely the tools of artistic workshop, technological and design knowledge in 
the field of sculpture, drawing, painting, photography, graphic arts, 
composition of solids and planes, form, texture, color, construction, detail, 
portrait and anatomical construction; 

 
K_U03: consciously use appropriately selected technique and technology 



 

 
and means of artistic expression in the realization of artistic works; with 
deliberation 

 

 
choose the topic, material and place of presentation with awareness of the 
contexts 

 

 
occurring in the relationship with the environment and taking into account 
aspects of 

 

 Aesthetic, social, and legal; 
 

 K_U06: use photography and techniques to an advanced degree 
 

 image capture to record and preserve creative activities; 
 

 Apply in-depth knowledge of presentation techniques, arrangements 
 

 and organization of space - including multimedia techniques; 
 

 K_U07: consciously use to realize own artistic activities 
 

 
classical and contemporary methods of artistic narrative through the use of 
insightful 

 

 observation, imagination, intuition and emotionality; 
 

 
create their own creative personality, creating an individual image of their 
activities 

 

 artistic; 
 

 K_U08: effectively and consciously use a variety of materials, techniques and  
 

 technologies and forms of artistic expression, strives to improve his own  
 

 concepts, forms of expression and organization of space, including space  
 

 exhibition; 
 

   

 K_K01: inspire improvement of workshop skills of others 
 

 
individuals; understands the need for continuous creative and intellectual 
development; 

 

 Has intrinsic motivation to take creative action, and 
 

 ability to organize own work; 
 

 K_K02: use his/her acquired knowledge independently in the field of arts 
 

 beautiful, to analyze and interpret knowledge from a variety of sources; 
 

 formulate critical argumentation and generate new ideas within 
 

 the knowledge you have; 
 

KOMPETEN K_K03: effective use of imagination, intuition, emotionality, 
 

CJE Ability to think creatively and work creatively; can solve problems  

SOCIAL 
 

E 
professional and teamwork, is open to collaboration with the community 

 

external;  

 
 

 K_K04: reflect on own actions in the context of others 
 

 cultural creators and aesthetic, ethical, scientific aspects, 
 

 Technical and social skills related to own work and the environment 
 

 creative; 
 

 K_K05: communicate effectively and initiate team tasks, 
 

 interacting, negotiating, presenting one's own critical views, and 
 

 accepting the views of others; 
 

  
  



18/ Description of 
requirements for 
laboratory, workshop 
or teaching aids 

  
Sculpting tools, power tools, screwdrivers, sanders, welder, 

compressor. Recording-camera, camera, tripod, backdrops and 
lighting, light modifiers, valves, laptop. 



 
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Sculpture - studio of spatial activities 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator D. Romuald Woźniak 

 

   

3/ Assistants Agnieszka Wach 
 

   

4/ Code RZ/S/I/0/KK/04 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 240  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2019/20-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
direction 

 

direction  

 
 

   

 Conducting student projects on an individual basis and/or 
 

 in small groups (team projects).*/** 
 

 
Consultation, dialogue, and didactic discussion; revision, review of 
work 

 

 (presentation of student work, joint analysis and discussion).*/** 
 

 Exercises, cloistered assignments.*/** 
 

 Workshop activities.** 
 

 E-learning: e-mail exchange; group and individual meetings 
 

 Online; selected exercises conducted remotely. * 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
Due to the epidemiological threat, classes will be 

 

conducted in hybrid mode:  

(class form)  

* in a remote (on-line) form, using the means  

 
 

 electronic communication and tools made available by 
 

 
university. Contact using the academic mail of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw 

 

 and G Suite connected to it. 
 

 
** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 

Completed the first year of studies at the Faculty of Sculpture or 
another department 

 

ASP in Warsaw, and a positive result of the portfolio review 
and 

 

 conversations with presenters. 
 

   

12/ Final requirements Students are required to: 
 

 Complete assignments issued or own projects. 
 



 At least one implementation or completed process 
 

 project, pertaining to one work per semester. 
 

 Presentation of the semester's work at the studio review, 
 

 combined with a group discussion of the work. 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat, the reviews will be 
 

 were held in a hybrid mode: onsite and/or remote. W 
 

 
depending on the individual case, as well as the development 
of 

 

   



 

 pandemic situation. 
 

   

 
Evaluation of individual student work according to the grading scale 
provided in 

 

 Academic Regulations from 0 to 5+.The grade consists of: 
 

 - Active participation in class, based on materials prepared 
 

 During individual student work and collaboration with 
 

 leading 40% 
 

 - A level of artistic approach appropriate to the stage of study and 
 

13/ Form and manner 
technical expertise for the work performed, including originality 

 

proposed solutions 30% 
 

course credit 
- Level of knowledge in the context of interdisciplinary 
education 

 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

(lectures, conversation classes), and the effectiveness of 
translating the acquired 

 

 knowledge and skills for the final art performance 20% 
 

 - Evaluation of the form of presentation conducted by the student 
 

 project 10% 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat of credit, and 
 

 Examinations will be held in a hybrid mode: stationary 
 

 and / or remote. Depending on the individual case, how 
 

 pandemic-related developments as well. 
 

   

 Students of Studio of Spatial Activities after graduation 
 

 of each semester, they should be able to implement  
 

 author's works, operating on basic assumptions 
 

 spatial, at a level that gradually prepares for 
 

 completion of a master's degree. Be aware of the application of  
 

 
the most appropriate media conditioning the final expression of 
these 

 

 realization. Know the theoretical basis of spatial issues, their 
 

 functioning in the area of artistic life, realizing purely 
 

14/ Learning objectives 
professional, and public space projects (both 

 

professional as well as selfless creation).  

(curriculum content, 
description 

 

Topics discussed include:  

subject matter)  

- An analysis of the basic characteristics of space.  

 
 

 - Spatial model differentiation (spatial object, 
 

 spatial arrangements, theoretical space) 
 

 - Introducing a subjective interpretation into a given space 
 

 theme or issue - spatial creation. 
 

 - Range of basic means of expression (matter, scale, light 
 

 etc.) in carrying out the above tasks. 
 

 - Ability to choose the most appropriate means of expression for 
 

 clear presentation of the task. 
 

   

15/ Literature Hansen O., Seeing the World, Zachęta National Gallery of Art, 
 

mandatory Warsaw 2005. 
 

used during 
Hansen O., Towards Open Form, ed. by J. Gola, Gallery 
Foundation Publishers 

 

activities Foksal - Revolver, Warsaw 2005 
 

   

16/ Literature 
Rosalind E. Krauss, The originality of the avant-garde and 
other myths 

 



supplementary Modernistyczne, Słowo/Obraz Terytoria, Gdańsk 2012. 
 

recommended for Krauss R., Sculpture in Expanded Field, October, Vol. 8 (Spring, 
 

working independently 1979) 
 

student Robert Morris, Notes on Sculpture, Łódź 2010 
 

 
P. Piotrowski, Art According to Politics, From Melancholy to 
Passion, 

 

   



 
Krakow 2007 
A. Żmijewski, Trembling Bodies Conversations with Artists, 
Krytyka Polityczna series, vol. 2, Bytom - Kraków 2006 
Stephen Wright, Towards a Lexicon of Use, Warsaw 2014 
Heidegger Martin, Art and Space, Principia no. 3, 1991 Edwart 
T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, Warsaw 2009  
Yi - Fu Tuan, Space and Place, Warsaw 1987. 
Art magazines and websites: 
Noise, https://www.dwutygodnik.com, Self-Portrait, Projection, 
https://sienkiewiczkarol.org 
http://www.arte-util.org 
Additionally, we recommend books published by 
Fundacja Bęc Zmiana. 

 
We also encourage you to follow current information from 
Poland and around the world, in order to build an attitude 
towards the reality in which we live. 

 
Most of the publications are available in the University 
Library. In addition, the tutor makes available from his own 
collection.  

17/ Learning outcomes  
 The student should consciously analyze complex issues 

 

 spatial, expressive values of sculptural objects, find their 
 

 creative place in a complex cultural context. He/she should 
 

NEWS 
enter into dialogue with well-known projects in this field. 

 

Should/should have them analyzed and evaluated for formality. Have  

 
 

 
the broadest knowledge of the expressive and semantic expressions of their 
own 

 

 mature artistic works. 
 

 K_W01, K_W03, K_W05, K_W06, K_W08, K_W09, K_W11 
 

    

 The student should, based on observation and comparison 
 

 elements of space analyze its basic expressive features. 
 

 Should possess a rich range of skills in the use of techniques 
 

SKILLS 
visual. Based on the above experience, he/she should introduce 

 

own artistic expression, in the widest possible manifestations of creation 
 

OBSERVATI
ONS spatial. Then, the above creative process should transfer in 

 

 
clear presentation form and target implementation. Be able to do all of the 
above 

 

 subject the process to critical analysis. Compile these skills into a master's degree  
 

 thesis. 
 

 K_U01, K_U02, K_U03, K_U04, K_U05, K_U06, K_U07, K_U08, K_U09 
 

    

KOMPETEN 
The basic competency requirement is creativity and high 

 

awareness of the expressive means used. Analytical inquisitiveness, as 
 

CJE also consistent synthesis in the creative process. The ability to 
 

SOCIAL a firm and thorough presentation of one's views to 
 

E the immediate environment - students, educators. 
 

 K_K01, K_K02, K_K03, K_K04, K_K05 
 

    

18/ Description of The Spatial Activities Studio is a space 
 



requirements 

regarding the studio, interdisciplinary, in terms of tools, and selection of 
 

    



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
workshop or teaching 
aids 

 
 
medium. We implement an individual mode of working with 
students. The workshop must be flexible - give the opportunity to 
adapt to student needs. The range of these solutions includes: the 
possibility of setting a photo or film set, creating a spatial 
installation, object, or the possibility of presenting a performance. 
Teaching aids are mainly multimedia equipment: multimedia 
projectors, together with microcomputers, computer with software 
for spatial realization and photo processing, digital camera, 
photographic backgrounds. We also have basic tools for workshop 
work: jigsaw, circular saw, etc.   

Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Drawing room I 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Dr. Małgorzata Gurowska 

 

   

3/ Assistants MA Anna Siekierska 
 

   

4/ Code RZ/S/I/0/KK/07;RZ/S/II/0/KK/07 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
qty: 300  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree,sculpture]. 
 

7/ Studies intake: 2017/18-Z - compulsory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
direction 

 

direction  

 
 

   

 Conducting student projects on an individual basis and/or 
 

 In small groups (team projects).*/** Consultation, 
 

 
Dialogue and didactic discussion; proofreading, work reviews 
(presentation 

 

 student works, their joint analysis and discussion).*/** Lectures 
 

 Monographs, courses, conversational.* Exercises, 
 

 assignments.*/** Workshop activities.** E-learning: meetings 
 

 individual and group on-line; selected exercises conducted in 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
remote mode; email exchange. * In view of the threat 

 

epidemiological classes will be taught in a hybrid mode: 
 

(class form) * in a remote (on-line) form, using the means 
 

 electronic communication and tools made available by 
 

 
university. Contact using the academic mail of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw 

 

 and G Suite connected to it. ** in traditional form 
 

 
stationary, taking into account sanitary regulations, 
recommendations and 

 

 
guidelines of the authorities of the State Sanitary Inspection 
and 

 

 
regulations of the Rector of the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw. In justified 

 

 cases we will allow a student to work remotely on 
 

 selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

 
Entrance examination in drawing for studies at the Faculty of 
Sculpture 

 

 includes: study from nature, figure study and composition 
 

 
drawing. The practical examination is of a competitive nature 
and is 

 

 conducted using a point system. It is 
 

11/ Prerequisites 
a test of the candidate's artistic ability and skills 

 

creative observation. Successful completion, qualification by  

 
 

 faculty committee on the basis of performance records 
 



 
candidate. Completed the first year of studies at the Faculty of 
Sculpture or another 

 

 
faculty of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, and a positive 
result of the review 

 

 portfolio and conversations with presenters. 
 

   

12/ Final requirements Students are required to: - Complete 
 

 issued tasks or own projects. - Development 
 

 author's project in the field of widely understood Drawing. - – 
 

   



 
Demonstrate in-depth knowledge of the phenomena of drawing 
issues. - Performing an in-depth analysis of a specific 
composition or drawing cycle with its documentation, both in the 
contextual and formal sense. - Presentation of the semester 
work at a review in the studio, combined with a group discussion 
on the work. / - Professional development of the author's 
concept of artistic expression. Presentation of the concept in the 
form of a clear visualization (presentation / presentation board, 
photographic visualization, multimedia visualization). Task 
description (min. 2000 characters) Due to the epidemiological 
threat, reviews will take place in a hybrid mode: stationary and / 
or remote. Depending on the individual case, as well as 
developments in the pandemic situation.  
Evaluation of individual student work according to the grading scale 
provided in the Academic Regulations from 0 to 5+. The evaluation 
consists of: - Assessment of the level of skills, artistic qualities, 
resulting from the conceptual and technical level of the completed 
tasks and the level of artistic and technical performance of drawing 
works in the context of historical knowledge in the field of drawing and 
painting,  

13/ Form and manner Degree of innovation of the artistic solution 60% - Evaluation 
The credit for the course activity and the degree of involvement in the implementation of the 
program (When assessing the work (methods and evaluation criteria) attention is paid to the 
following: creative attitude, intuitive  

Choices, diligence, openness to other attitudes) 30% - 
Evaluation of the level of presentation. 10% Due to the 
epidemiological threat, credits, and exams will be held in a 
hybrid mode: stationary and / or remote. Depending on the 
individual case, as well as developments in the pandemic 
situation.  

14/ Didactic objectives The aim of the classes is: - shaping artistic attitudes towards 
(curriculum content, description of surrounding, social and public space; - educating  
subject) acquiring the ability to undertake unusual drawing projects, 

installations in gallery, architectural and urban spaces; - acquiring 
knowledge of the richness of spatial solutions in contemporary artistic 
creations (spatial arrangements, video installations, environment). 
Drawing is understood broadly as a tool for recording and observing 
reality, and as a creative medium. It is supposed to support individual 
work of students, help them in creative choices and be a way for them 
to discover authorial and collective forms of expression, which is 
connected not only with the classical understanding of drawing, but 
also with opening to experimentation and crossing the borders of this 
discipline. It is very important to realize the meaning of drawing - to 
understand it as a thought process. When working with students, the 
emphasis is put not only on the final effect of the work, but above all 
on the process 



 

 creative, as drawing is a very important tool for development, and  
 

 
At the same time, it complements the overall body of work and 
provides preparation for 

 

 profession as a sculptor or interdisciplinary artist. In the Studio 
 

 Thus, attention is also paid to drawings that are created in 
 

 
other studios of the Sculpture Department. Course 
assumptions 

 

 
include analysis of phenomena, processes, changes in the 
surrounding 

 

 reality and the ability to transform them into forms 
 

 
plastic. Insightful observation and the nature of the model* are 
important, 

 

 composition, proportions, light, interdependence of elements, 
 

 
differences of matter, contrast of forms and rhythm, but also 
time. The goal is 

 

 The search for a comprehensible and universal, yet 
 

 original language of creative expression; perfecting 
 

 the ability to select artistic means appropriate to 
 

 expressed content; deepen the ability to choose the right 
 

 
Techniques of communication; finding your own technique; 
developing 

 

 Creativity and creative awareness based on a solid workshop;  
 

 
The systematic development of perception. Separate activities 
for 

 

 All years have a speed drawing class with the goal of 
 

 Practicing different types of sketch notation. Drawing exercises 
 

 sketching teach to make quick creative decisions, put 
 

 
emphasis on capturing the proportions of the model, 
composition on the page and 

 

 pay attention to the relationship of time and space. (level/degree 
 

 The difficulty of working on the task is matched to the learning stage 
 

 
On which there is a male/female student. ) * The model can be 
any 

 

 creature encountered. 
 

   

 - Gottfried Bammes, "Sehen und Verstehen," Berlin, 1985. - – 
 

 Gottfried Bammes, "Der Nackte Mensch," Berlin, 1985. - – 
 

 Gottfried Bammes, "Compleite Guide to LIfe Drawing," ed. 
 

15/ Literature 
Search Press, 2011. - Gottfried Bammes, "A Guide for 

 

artists. Anatomia człowieka". PZWL publishing house, Warsaw,  
 

mandatory 1995 r. - Sarah Simblet, "Anatomy for Artists," Arkady ed, 
 

used during Warsaw, 2010. - Iri Zzawa, Anatoma for Visual Artists", - Gyorgy 
 

activities Fehér, András Szunyoghy, "Cyclopedia Anatomicae, 
 

 "Compearative anatomy," 2006. - Robert Beverly Hale, Complited 
 

 and edited by Terence Coyle "Master Class Figure Drawing," 1991. 
 

 - Anatomy of Animals, Kazimierz Krysiak, Henryk Kobryń, 
 

 Franciszek Kobryńczuk, Warsaw : Wydaw. Naukowe PWN. 
 

   

16/ Literature 
- Hansen O., Towards an Open Form, ed. by J. Gola, 
Foundation Publishers. 

 

supplementary Foksal Gallery - Revolver, Warsaw 2005 - Hansen O., Seeing 
 

recommended for world, Zachęta National Gallery of Art, Warsaw 2005. - Rudolf 
 

working independently Arnheim, "Art and Visual Perception," Word/image ed. 
 



student territories, Gdansk 2004. - Rudolf Arnheim, "Visual Thinking, 
 

 
published by Słowo/obraz Territory, Gdańsk, 2012. - Andrzej 
Mencwel, 

 

 
"Anthropology of Culture Zagadnienia i wybór tekstów", 
Warsaw, 

 

 2005 r. - Bogdan Paczowski, "To See", Gdansk, 2005. - Michał 
 

 Ostrowski, "Matter of Art," Kraków, 2010. - John Berger, "On 
 

 Seeing", Warsaw, 1999. - John Berger, "Ways of Seeing, 
 

 Warsaw, 2008. - Roland Bart "Światło obrazu", Warsaw, 2008 
 

 r. - Hans Belting, "Anthropologia obrazu ", Cracow, 2007. - – 
 

   



 
Wolfgang Welsch, Aesthetics beyond aesthetics, Krakow 2005. - 
Susan  
Sontag, On Photography, Kraków, 2017. - Andrzej Turowski, 
Biomorphism in 20th Century Art. Between biomechanics and 
formless, Gdansk 2019. - Monika Bakke, Bio-transfigurations.  
Art and Aesthetics of Posthumanism, Poznań 2012. - Jasmina Wojcik,  
Igor Stokfiszewski, Izabela Jasinska, "Art with Community,  
Warsaw, 2018. - Krzysztof Wodiczko, Adam Ostolski, 
"Wodiczko. Socio Aesthetics", Warsaw, 2016. - Jacques Ranciere,  
"Aesthetics as Politics," Warsaw, 2007. - Artur Żmijewski, 
"Trembling Bodies. Conversations with Artists," Krytyka Polityczna 
series, vol.  
2, Bytom - Kraków 2006 - Contexts - Cultural Anthropology, 
Anthropology of the Body - Biology by American Ninth Edition, 
Eldra P. Salomon, Linda R. Berg, Diana W. Martin, Multico Oficyna  
Publisher - To listen to: landings on the ZACHĘTA website : 
"Progress and Hygiene," a broadcast of "Matter" with Catherine 
Roj - project  
Juanjo Palacios https://mapasonoru.com/ - Chapter on regimes  
sustaining - Marek Krajewski "There are things in life", p. 129 -  
159 - Gissen D., Subnature. Architecture's Other Environments,  
Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 2009 - "Toward 
lexicon of usage" Stephen Wright, Bęc Zmiana Foundation -  
"Truth is concrete. Artistic strategies in politics. 
Handbook" ed. by steirischer herbst and Florian Malzacher - 
Manifest  
associate species" (excerpt) - Donna Haraway 
http://ewa.home.amu.edu.pl/Haraway,%20Manifest%20gatunkow  
%20associates.pdf - Cheap Nature - Raj Patel, Jason Moore -  
Listening to plants - Lynn Margulis and Dorian Sagan / - New 
super  
enzyme eats plastic bottles six times faster 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/sep/28/new-super-  
enzyme-eats-plastic-bottles-six-times-faster? 
utm_term=81e64898abd71bf814ce59f2ff690a0e&utm_campaign=G  
reenLight&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&CMP=greenligh  
t_email&fbclid=IwAR1RLF9KIBk5r-G- 
EcvdFaM0R1GV0FxtlNp4QYiPBvZSxud6qt8j9ujPgrw And 
others: 
Monographic albums, exhibition catalogs, world literature 
related to art, art magazines and websites: 
Self-Portrait, BecZmiana, biweekly, niezla-sztuka.blogspot.com,  
Sienkiewiczkarol.org, Scum. The literature stems from 
individually 
semester topics. The presenters propose  
students a wide range of literature, deepening  
the issues they take up. The literature results from 
proposed semester topics. The instructors encourage  
students to deepen their  
issues based on a wide range of literature. 

 
17/ Learning outcomes 
 



KNOWLEDGE Graduate_ knows and understands: K_W01 / the detailed principles of 
implementation in: drawing and painting in the broad sense and the specialty 
necessary for the implementation of their own projects; the use of observation, 
imagination, intuition, curiosity, experimentation and research work in artistic 
development. K_W02 / problems related to the techniques of drawing, painting, 



 
Graphic arts and photography. Has knowledge of these techniques and knows 
the tools. He knows the range of issues connected with drawing techniques and 
technologies (as a whole) and has a thorough knowledge of materials: paper, 
cardboard, canvas, experimental materials (own techniques), he is able to use 
that knowledge while realizing artistic works. K_W03 / historical, cultural and 
social context concerning the subject, contemporary artistic issues connected with 
drawing object, installation, interactive installation. K_W04 / in-depth problems in 
anatomical construction of a human being; his/her portrait, knows issues 
connected with solid, form, texture, color static and dynamic, stabilization and 
destabilization, construction and detail. K_W06 the need and ability to get to 
necessary information, also in foreign language on B2+ level (books, magazines, 
Internet, e-learning), enabling understanding, analysis and interpretation of works 
of art; K_W09 a specified range of issues connected with drawing techniques and 
technologies (in a comprehensive approach) and has a thorough knowledge of 
materials and materials, he/she can use this knowledge while realizing artistic 
works; K_W10 / thoroughly knows the principles of two-dimensional design, 
issues connected with the knowledge of designing in the range of flat and spatial 
composition (installations); he/she can make a work in an adequate scale. He 
knows detailed rules concerning the techniques and forms of documentation of 
his own artistic work, he is able to make portfolio and competition documentations 
and presentations. K_W11 / the historical and cultural context of other 
contemporary sciences: philosophy, cultural anthropology, media theory, 
aesthetics, understands their relations with the form of the profession; the 
historical and cultural context of current patterns of independence and freedom of 
artistic expression; the rules of conscious use of the sources of own artistic 
inspirations, also in the social and cultural context; K_W12 / basic terms and 
principles of copyright and other aspects of the profession of an interdisciplinary 
artist.  

SKILLS In terms of skills the student_ can: K_U01 / Use lying patterns  
EYES K_U02 / Develop and consequently realise autonomous artistic concepts 

demonstrating imagination, intuition, curiosity, creative experimentation and creativity 
K_U02 / Create and consequently realize autonomous artistic concepts showing 
imagination, intuition, curiosity, creative experiment and creativity. K_U02 / Observe 
his/her own creative process in the broadest possible context, use freely the tools of 
artistic workshop, technological and design knowledge in the field of drawing, 
painting, photography, printmaking, composition of solids and planes, form, texture, 
color, construction, detail, portrait and anatomical construction. K_U03 / Consciously 
use appropriately selected technique and technology and means of artistic expression 
in realization of artistic works. Intentionally choose the subject, material and place of 
presentation with awareness of the contexts occurring in relation to the environment 
and taking into account the aesthetic and social aspects. K_U04 / Can make 
autonomous decisions related to the realization of tasks resulting from disciplinary 
and interdisciplinary artistic projects, basing their actions on thorough observation of 
nature, striving for internal and external coherence of the work and eliminating errors 
through self-correction. K_U05 / Interact with others in teamwork and take a leading 
role in such teams with 



 
The student uses his/her competences, knowledge and preparation to work in a 
team, can present his/her own ideas and reflections, is prepared to cooperate and 
lead an interdisciplinary team. He/she can apply in-depth knowledge on presentation 
techniques, arrangement and organization of space. K_U06 / Use photography and 
image registration techniques to record and consolidate creative actions; apply in-
depth knowledge of presentation techniques, arrangement and space organization  
- including multimedia techniques. K_U07 / Consciously use for realization of 
own artistic actions classic and contemporary methods of artistic narration by 
using insightful observation, imagination, intuition and emotionality, create 
his/her own creative personality, creating individual image of artistic actions. 
K_U08 / Effectively and consciously use a variety of materials, techniques and 
technologies and forms of artistic expression, strives to improve their own 
concepts, forms of expression and organization of space, including exhibition 
space. K_U09 / Can demonstrate the ability to formulate their own judgments 
and draw accurate conclusions in their statements. Has a responsible 
approach to public speaking in order to present artistic works, can skilfully 
arrange exhibition space.  

KOMPETEN In terms of social competences, the student_ is ready to: K_K01 /.  
CJE Inspire the process of improving the workshop skills of others, 

SOCIAL 
understands the need for continuous creative and intellectual development, 
has 

E intrinsic motivation to take creative action and the ability to 
 Organize own work. K_K02 / To use the acquired knowledge independently 
 knowledge in the field of fine arts, to analyze and interpret knowledge derived from 
 different sources, formulate critical argumentation and generate new ideas  
 Within the framework of their knowledge; K_K03 / Effective use of imagination, 
 intuition, emotionality, ability to think creatively and work creatively. Able to 
 solve professional and team problems, is open to cooperation with 
 external environment. K_K04 / Is able to reflect on the 
 own actions in the context of other cultural creators and aspects of 
 aesthetic, ethical, scientific, technical and social issues related to 
 own work and creative environment. K_K05 / Effectively 
 Communicate and initiate team tasks, collaborate, negotiate,  
 presenting their own critical views and accepting the views of others.  
 The student should individually extend his/her knowledge concerning 
 areas of art and culture useful for formulating and solving complex 
 issues related to the artistic discipline being pursued. Based on 
 a thorough and detailed knowledge of art styles and their related 
 creative traditions, the student should be able to create works independently  

 
artistic works with a high degree of originality. The student should know 
and 

 understand the patterns underlying artistic creation, allowing freedom of 
 and independence of his/her own artistic expression. A student should  
 be confident enough in their workshop skills to 
 Maintain and expand the ability to create and execute their own 
 artistic concepts. The student should strive to become 
 Independent, able to integrate the acquired comprehensive knowledge. Should/  
 should be able to translate a complex ideological problem into 
 developed drawing form and to produce documentation independently 



 
of his/her work. In a highly responsible manner, the student_should  
Approach public speaking related to artistic presentations.  
The student should have a highly developed artistic personality,  
enabling creation, realization of own artistic concepts. 
The student_ should be able to reflect on social,  
Scientific and ethical aspects related to your own work. Flexible in 
thinking, adapting to new and changing circumstances. 
The student should be tolerant but also able to be constructive.  
Be critical of others' actions. Should be open to  
Integration with others in various cultural activities. 
Initiate work with others on joint projects, activities 
artistic and complex presentations. Summary: / Student_ka  
has acquired a thorough knowledge of the artistic technique, supported by 
Theoretically, both in terms of practice and knowledge of art. He/she is prepared  
to design and execute artistic works in the field of widely understood  
discipline of drawing based on his/her own creative inspirations. It gives 
him/her 
opportunities to undertake any creative activities, primarily in  
circle of professional discipline and to pursue postgraduate studies and 
doctoral studies. The student_ is qualified artistically, professionally and 
The technical skills necessary to effectively practice the profession. It is thus  
Is prepared to independent creative work. He/she is aware of 
a participant and co-creator of contemporary culture, combining knowledge 
humanities with artistic experience through your own active 
creative activity and a reflective attitude to various manifestations and forms  
contemporary culture.  

 
The drawing studio allows you to work with models in the nude, 
has 

 

 very good natural lighting for uniform 
 

 
The lighting of the whole area of the studio and has a 
complementary 

 

 good artificial lighting to ensure even 
 

 
The entire surface of the studio is illuminated. It is equipped 
with 

 

 flooring with materials that ensure durability and ability 
 

 cleanliness. Drawing room is equipped, among others. 
 

18/ Description of 
requirements 

w: - easels with 105 x 75 cm boards and clips, - 
 

metal chests with drawers for drawings B!+, - cabinets for 
other 

 

regarding the studio, basic materials and tools for drawing, - cardboard, paper 
 

workshop or assistance offset, chalk, roll, cardboard and others: (in the studio always 
 

didactic Various types of paper are available: offset, chalk, cardboard, 
 

 
coated and uncoated paperboard in a variety of formats, colors 
and 

 

 weight. The variety of material sensitizes students to conscious 
 

 
choice of material and the consequences of that choice, it also 
points to 

 

 
various forms of working with substrates and types of marking, 
teaches 

 

 awareness of the tools used, their capabilities and limitations, 
 



 selection of techniques). Teaching aids: - computer with 
 

 drawing software, photo editing software with access to 
 

 Internet, camera and speaker. - multimedia projector 
 

    
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Drawing room II 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Prof. Mariusz Woszczynski 

 

   

3/ Assistants Marcin Boguslawski 
 

   

4/ Code RZ/S/I/0/KK/11;RZ/S/II/0/KK/11 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
qty: 300  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2019/20-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

 
Drawing and Painting Studio at the Faculty of Sculpture; 
studies 

 

 full-time undergraduate studies RZ/S/I/0/KK/11 graduate studies 
 

8/ Type of subject 
RZ/S/II/0/KK/11 

 

Drawing and Painting Studio at the Faculty of Sculpture; 
studies 

 

 
 

 full-time undergraduate studies RZ/S/I/0/KK/11 graduate studies 
 

 RZ/S/II/0/KK/11 
 

   

 Practical, on-site classes. Exercises, direct corrections, 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
reviews, seminar, lecture, didactic discussion, dialogue 

 

didactic, topical discussion, correction, consultation. 
 

(class form) 
In remote mode, topics and assignments are given, revisions 
are 

 

 conducted individually online on the basis of submitted 
 

 electronically works. 
 

  
 

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 
Entrance examination for candidates for studies applicable to 

 

Department of Sculpture  

 
 

   

12/ Final requirements 
Final reviews for students of all years, from the entire year 

 

Job.  

 
 

   

13/ Form and manner Successful completion of a full year of work through final review.  

course credit  

Final Year Exhibition.  

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

 

 
 

   

14/ Learning objectives Students of the Faculty of Sculpture of all full-time specializations 
 

(curriculum content, 
description studies have compulsory evening drawing classes in 

 

subject matter) 
studio, where they study nature from a model, realize the principle of 
cognition 

 

 and developing the art form, abstract thinking, 
 

 painting and drawing compositions related to their own 
 

 with sensitivity and using various means of expression 
 



 
artistic. In the course of work in the studio there is a deepening 
of 

 

 a diverse visual language that is based on patient 
 

 
observation and interpretation of nature. The goal is to strive to 
shape 

 

 
the full personality of the student. The goal of education is 
knowledge 

 

 
resulting from careful, sensitive, attentive observation of nature 
and 

 

 model, learn compositional thinking and skills 
 

   



 
The collaboration with nature that takes place with a pencil or brush 
in hand. This leads to a unique re-envisioning of nature through the 
action of an art form. Students' attitudes should be open and 
engaged, connected with their own understanding of complex 
issues, themes and problems of drawing and painting composition, 
based on the study of nature and its interpretation. In drawing and 
painting studio students study nature from a model, they realize the 
principle of cognition and development of artistic form, abstract 
thinking, drawing composition related to their own sensitivity, using 
various means of artistic expression. In the course of work in the 
studio, a variety of artistic language is deepened, which is based on 
patient observation and interpretation of nature. Students in a 
variety of drawing techniques pursue: 1.insightful study from a 
model; sketches; 2. thoughtful composition from nature; 3. free 
realizations from nature and imagination.  
The goal is to strive to form the full personality of the student. The 
goal of education is knowledge resulting from careful, sensitive, 
attentive observation of nature and the model, learning 
compositional thinking and the ability to cooperate with nature, 
which takes place with a pencil or brush in hand. This leads to a 
unique re-envisioning of nature through the knowledge and action 
of art form. Students' attitudes should be open and engaged, 
connected with their own understanding of complex issues, themes 
and problems of drawing and painting composition, based on the 
study of nature and its interpretation. Through the work, students 
learn how to operate with the form, broadening and developing the 
horizon of artistic knowledge. Work is carried out all the time in 
various drawing and painting techniques (basic technological 
information). This baggage can be creatively used and developed 
by the student further in other fields of art: sculpture, ceramics, 
relief, etc. Individual discussions and revisions are ongoing during 
the work. Developing the student's imagination and sensitivity. 
Deepening of artistic language, relying on patient observation and 
interpretation of nature. Students' intuitive abilities, drawing and 
painting instincts count. Students form their own attitude through 
skillful recognition of their own needs, interests, preferences, 
orientations, also through openness to the attitudes of others, but 
consciously and reasonably. The studio places great emphasis on 
the development of the student's personality and his conscious 
artistic creation. Senior assignments and programs are 
personalized for each student, and exercises, discussions, and 
corrections are conducted individually. 

 
Valuation on a scale of 1:3  
Skills + + + Knowledge + ++ Attitudes + ++ 

 
Means of verifying the achievement of intended effects 

Drawing and painting projects, 60% of the work  
Hardworking, creative attitude, and inner commitment of the student, 



 

 knowledge, intuition, artistic courage 40% 
 

 Prerecords: 
 

 Museum queries, going to exhibitions, openings and 
 

 literature preparation. 
 

   

 Władysław Ślesiński, Painting techniques mineral binders, 
 

 Warsaw, 1983; Painting techniques, organic spoiwa, Warsaw,  
 

 1984 
 

 Maria Rzepińska, History of Colour in Painting; History of Painting  
 

 of Europe 14th - 20th centuries, Warsaw, 1978. 
 

 Michał Walicki, Złoty widnokrąg, Warsaw, 1965. 
 

 Karol Eistreicher, History of Art, Cracow, 1976. 
 

 Karol Hoplinski, Techniques and methods of easel painting, 
 

 Krakow, 1937. 
 

15/ Literature 
M. Walicki, J. Starzyński, History of Polish Art, Warsaw, 1936. 

 

Jan Białostocki, Sztuka cenniejsza niż złoto, Warsaw, 2011. 
 

mandatory Ernest H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion; On Art, Warsaw, 1997. 
 

used during Aleksander Wojciechowski, Polish Contemporary Painting, 
 

activities Warsaw, 1981. 
 

 
Jerzy Wolff, Wybrańcy sztuki; The Shape of Beauty, Warsaw, 
1973. 

 

 Ignacy Witz, Oko i dłoni malarza, Warsaw, 1966; Polscy malarze,  
 

 Polish Paintings, Warsaw 1974. 
 

 Tadeusz Dobrowolski, Art of Cracow, Cracow, 1971. 
 

 Zbigniew Herbert, Martwa natura z wędzidłem, Warsaw, 2003. 
 

 Tadeusz Chrzanowski, Polish Sacral Art, Cracow, 2002. 
 

 
Tadeusz Chrzanowski, Art in Poland from the First to the Third 
Republic of Poland, 

 

 Warsaw 1998. 
 

  
 

 Albums and catalogs (examples, names of artists): Henryk 
 

 Tomaszewski, Artur Nacht Samborski, Piotr Potworowski, Józef 
 

 Czapski, Jan Cybis , Władysław Taranczewski, Wojciech 
 

16/ Literature 
Jastrzębowski, Karol Tichy, Stanisław Noakowski, Antoni Kenar, 

 

Władysław Hasior, Antoni Rząsa, Marian Wnuk, Tadeusz Breyer, 
 

supplementary Władysław Skoczylas, Eugeniusz Eibisch, Jan Matejko, Piotr 
 

recommended for Michałowski. Olga Boznańska, Jan Stanisławski, Stanisław 
 

working independently Wyspiański, Witold Wojtkiewicz, Leon Wyczółkowski, Jacek 
 

student Malczewski, Józef Pankiewicz, Władysław Podkowiński, 
 

 Władysław Gerson, Józef Chełmoński, Bruno Schulz, Stanisław 
 

 Ignacy Witkiewicz, Władysław Strzemiński, Zbysław Maciejewski, 
 

 Teresa Pągowska, Rajmund Ziemski, Jacek Sienicki, Jerzy Panek, 
 

 Roman Artymowski, Jerzy Tchórzewski, Jerzy Stajuda, Jerzy Sołtan  
 

   

17/ Learning outcomes  
  

KNOWLEDGE Intended Learning Outcomes:  
Knowledge - The student/graduate should achieve knowledge in: 
In the studio, while working on the motif, at the easel, during the classes, the student 
should base his insightful and attentive vision, thinking and artistic activities on the 
study of nature (model, nude, simple or elaborate still life - 



 

 that is, several objects juxtaposed together in a color chord, in gray or  
 

 in contrast of elements used ). A2_W08 
 

 
This painting and drawing work is the primary component of the student's 
activities, 

 

 In it he makes solutions on the plane of a sheet of paper or on canvas. 
 

 It activates the process of artistic writing by juxtaposing elements on 
 

 planes, their recognition, description, comparison, selection, definition. Likewise 
 

 
the phenomenon of light, interdependence and permeation of elements is 
important 

 

 
nature, painterly sign, differences in matter, contrast of forms and directions, 
rhythm. Activities 

 

 These lead to specific compositional and valor solutions, 
 

 color, expression, or content. A2_W10 
 

 The student's thorough work of practical observation ( by eye ) brings him closer 
 

 
through seeing nature, to describing it, and further to interpreting it through a 
record of form 

 

 
plasticity in drawing. The perfection of working with nature leads to the 
deepening of 

 

 
thinking with form and knowledge related to its functioning in a work of art. 
Hence 

 

 also derives an inner motivation to develop, deepen and update 
 

 creative language in drawing. A2_W11 
 

    

 The student while working in both drawing and painting through insightful 
 

 Observation of nature develops composition, proportion in artwork, 
 

 the location of the figure in space, which is the basic issue in drawing. 
 

 A2_U12  
 

 Thinking follows, in which the verification of the visible nature takes place, 
 

 showcasing the student's imagination, finding the right sound, 
 

 Organizing the whole and paying attention to detail. A2_U13 
 

SKILLS 

What is important is the contrast of forms and directions, their appropriate 
rhythmization. Attempt 

 

abstract thinking based on and derived from nature. Specific, 
 

OBSERVATI
ONS personal description and emotional record of reality. A2_U11, A2_U12 

 

 The decisive matter - the pursuit of colors in artistic activity 
 

 Contrasted, juxtaposed in a painting sound on canvas, cardboard, 
 

 paper - the so-called: "game" of color. In it a skilful play with form takes place.  
 

 forms in the work process while deepening painterly expression. A2_U16, 
 

 A2_U17  
 

 
An addendum to the degree may be completed in the studio. This applies to 
students 

 

 especially interested in a variety of artistic problems in drawing and 
 

 painting A2_U17, A2_U20 
 

    

 
During the course of the student's work, there are direct orientations, 
conversations and 

 

 
correction. Proceeding according to the specifics of various painting 
techniques and 

 

KOMPETEN drawing. A2_K01 
 

CJE Developing the student's imagination and sensitivity. Deepening of visual language, 
 

relying on patient observation and interpretation of nature. Abilities count 
 

SOCIAL 
 

E 
intuitive, students' drawing and painting instincts. A2_K02 

 

The student develops his/her attitude by skillfully recognizing his/her own  



 
 

 needs, interests, preferences, orientations and through openness to attitudes 
 

 others, but consciously and reasonably. A2_K03 
 

    

18/ Description of 
requirements Painting studio with easels and boards of wood, with good 

 

regarding the studio, daylight, model, draperies, tables, cabinets, books, albums 
 

workshop or assistance Topics. Basic drawing tools and materials, 
 

didactic 
pigments, inks, water and oil paints, binders, white and gray 
paper, 

 

  
gray cardboards, canvases. In addition, as part of the deepening 
of knowledge and 

 

  broaden your horizons - films about art and artists 
 

    



 
creating its image and diversity. Visiting joint problem 
exhibitions, if any, in museums, galleries, or also in 
museum warehouses  

Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Sculpture in architecture 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Dr. Paweł Mysera 

 

   

3/ Assistants Dr. Paweł Mysera 
 

   

4/ Code RZ/S/I/0/KK/10;RZ/S/II/0/KK/10 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 120  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree,sculpture]. 
 

7/ Studies intake: 2018/19-Z - compulsory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
DIRECTORY 

 

DIRECTORY  

 
 

   

 Conducting student projects on an individual basis and/or 
 

 in small groups (team projects).*/** 
 

 
Consultation, dialogue, and didactic discussion; revision, review of 
work 

 

 (presentation of student work).*/** 
 

 Monograph lectures, course lectures, conversion lectures.* 
 

 Workshop activities.** 
 

 E-learning: e-mail exchange; group and individual meetings 
 

 Online; selected exercises conducted remotely, for 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
by means of data communications. * 

 

Due to the epidemiological threat, classes will be 
 

(class form) conducted in hybrid mode: 
 

 * in a remote (on-line) form, using the means 
 

 electronic communication and tools made available by 
 

 
university. Contact using the academic mail of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw 

 

 and the G Suite connected to it (including google meet). 
 

 
** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 

Completed five semesters of study at the Department of 
Sculpture or 

 

qualification by faculty committee based on documentation 
 

 the candidate's accomplishments. 
 

   

12/ Final requirements - Complete assignments as outlined in the educational program. 
 

 - Development of the author's project in the field of sculpture 
 



located in 

 
open space, closed space, public space, social space, private 
space. 

 

 - Demonstrate in-depth knowledge of the phenomena occurring in 
 

 architectural space, also in historical and 
 

 cultural. 
 

 - Performing a thorough - in the contextual sense as well as 
 

 formal - analysis of a specific urban space together with its 
 

   



 
documentation/inventory. 
- Development of the author's concept of artistic expression, 
addressed to a specific space /chosen or indicated/. 
- Present the concept in the form of a clear visual message 
(conceptual sketches, mock-up, presentation board, 
photographic visualization, multimedia visualization - depending 
on the nature of the project) and a description of the idea.  
- Required attendance during the course of individual 
and/or group revisions, consultations, lectures, and 
demonstrations of student work. 
- Passing grade reviews and artistic merit of projects. Two reviews 
scheduled per semester. 
- 3rd year - pass/fail 
Due to the epidemiological threat, the reviews, will take 
place in a hybrid mode: stationary and / or remote. 
Depending on the individual case as well as pandemic 
developments.  

 
Evaluation of individual student work according to the grading scale 
provided in 

 

 Study Regulations from 0 to 5+. 
 

 The assessment consists of: 
 

 - Evaluation of the individual artistic and intellectual process  
 

 student, including independence in the execution of 
 

 issues addressed 30% 
 

 
- The artistic and technical level of the works performed; the 
degree of 

 

13/ Form and manner 
innovation, originality of proposed solutions 30% 

 

- Assessment of the general level of knowledge concerning artistic 
creation in 

 

course credit  

architecture and public space issues 20%  

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

 

- Degree of commitment to work and ability to stage  

 
 

 10% of the work to be carried out 
 

 - Evaluation of the form of presentation prepared by the student 
 

 artistic realization 10% 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat of credit, and 
 

 Examinations will be held in a hybrid mode: stationary 
 

 and / or remote. Depending on the individual case, how 
 

 pandemic-related developments as well. 
 

   

14/ Learning objectives 
The primary objective of the Architecture Sculpture Studio 
program 

 

(curriculum content, 
description is to initiate the penetration of art into the natural environment 

 

subject matter) human beings. Addressing artistic challenges in space 
 

 public requires work on a site-specific basis, its 
 

 historical, social, scientific or cultural 
 

 contexts, as well as spatial qualities. Specialized 
 

 
The nature of the subject determines the preparation of 
students for 

 

 take on professional and artistic challenges, therefore 
 

 an important learning objective is the acquisition of knowledge and 
 



skills 
 In terms of: 

 

 - Groundwork for sculpture in social space, viz: 
 

 recognize the social and cultural needs of specific 
 

 collectivities in a particular place; 
 

 - diagnosing social problems in order for them to occur 
 



 

 artistic intervention; 

 
- To initiate the penetration of art into the natural human 
environment; 

 - shaping culture and visual communication through 
 creations of high artistic value in space 
 social of the city, town, village, countryside, landscape; 
 - Building a relationship between the visual product/sculpture, 
 object, installation/ and the surrounding space and 
 receiver/user of space 
 -creating visual creations from recycled matter and 
 respect for the environment; 
 - creating participatory sculpture projects in 
 social and public spaces; 
 - shaping memorials with respect for truth 
 historical and surrounding space; 
 - recognizing the creative potential of degraded spaces; 
 - building sculptural sensory systems that stimulate 
 creative activity of their users, especially children and 
 youth; 
 - inventory of a given space together with its planning 
 development of a spatio-temporal system; 
 - designing a sculptural space based on plans 
 urbanization, projections and architectural sections with 

 
taking into account the problem of the background - the 
surrounding space; 

 - building spatial models and situation mock-ups in 
 appropriate scales, the ability to present the project using 
 charts with visualizations, zoning plan 
 and a description of the idea; 
 - cooperate in interdisciplinary teams 
 together with architects, landscape architects, urban planners, 
 constructors, anthropologists, ethnographers; 
 - Planning and writing arts ministry projects and 

 
Local government: filling out forms, determining purpose, 
methods, 

 place and time of project implementation in public space and 
 social 
 - attempt to implement good space design practices with 
 thinking about her 
 users with mobility and visual impairments - 
 wheelchair accessibility planning 
 disability, audio writing. 
  
15/ Literature  
mandatory R. Arnheim, Dynamika formy architektonicznej, Officyna, Łódż 
used during 2016 
activities R. Arnheim, Visual thinking, słowo/obraz territoria, Gdańsk 

 2011 

 
A. M. Leśniewska, The New Place of Sculpture in Polish Art of 
the 60's 

 The 20th Century as an Expression of Transformations in the Art of 



Space, Institute of Art 
 Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw 2015 

 
J. Pallasmaa, The eyes of the skin. Architecture and the 
senses, Institute 

  



 

  Architecture, Kraków 2012 
 

  G. Świtek, Games of art with architecture. Modern affinities and 
 

  Contemporary integrations, Scientific Publishers UMK, Toruń 2013  
 

  J. Gehl, Life between buildings. Use of space 
 

  Public, RAM Publishing House, Kraków 2013 
 

  
A.Gębczyńska-Janowicz, Polish monumental foundations. The 
role of 

 

  
architecture in the creation of memorials since the mid-20th 
century, 

 

  Neriton, Warsaw 2010 
 

  
Edited by M. Praczyk, Monuments in the Anthropocene epoch", 
Wydawnictwo 

 

  Scientific Research Institute UAM, Poznań, 2017 
 

  H. Taborska, Art in places of death. European monuments 
 

  
victims of Hitlerism, Austeria Publishing House, Krakow, 
Budapest, 

 

  Syracuse, 2019 
 

  O. Hansen, Towards Open Form, Zachęta Gallery, 2005 
 

  O. Hansen, Seeing the World, Zachęta, 2005 
 

  K. Niziołek, Social art. Concepts - discourses - practices. 
 

  Bialystok 2015 
 

  Most of the publications are available in the Library 
 

  Universities. 
 

    

  
F. Springer, Leaven. About Sophia and Oskar Hansen, 
Karakter, 

 

  Krakow - Warsaw 2013 
 

  M. Jadzinska, Large artwork. Installation Art, Authenticity, 
 

  preservation, conservation, Universitas, Kraków 2012 
 

  N. Bourriaud , Relational aesthetics, MOCAK, Krakow 2012 
 

  ed. by A. Szewczyk, Possibilities of Sculpture. Jerzy's Studio. 
 

  
Jarnuszkiewicz at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, Academy of 
Fine Arts and 

 

  
Authors, 2017M. Merleau - Ponty, The phenomenology of 
perception, 

 

  Aletheia Foundation, Warsaw 2001 
 

  A. Melbechowska-Luty, Statues and people. Polish sculpture 
 

16/ Literature 
 of the interwar period (1918-1939). Published by 

 

 Nerito, Warsaw 2005 
 

supplementar
y  R. Morris, Notes on Sculpture, Museum of Art in Lodz, 2010 

 

recommended for A.M. Niezabitoski On the spatial structure of objects 
 

working independently architectural, Wydawnictwo Naukowe "Śląsk", Katowice 
 

student  2017 
 

  J. Pallasmaa, The thinking hand. Existential and embodied wisdom  
 

  in architecture, Institute of Architecture, Krakow 2015 
 

  Yi - Fu Tuan, Space and Place, Warsaw 1987. 
 

  Art magazines and websites: 
 

  Noise, https://www.dwutygodnik.com, Self-Portrait, Projection, 
 

  https://sienkiewiczkarol.org 
 

  http://www.arte-util.org 
 

  items published by Fundacja Bęc Zmiana. 
 



  Most of the publications are available in the Library 
 

  Colleges 
 

    

17/ Learning outcomes  
 

    

NEWS K_W01  
 

 The student knows and understands the specific rules for implementation in 
 

    



 

 in the field of: full-plastic sculpture, bas-relief, relief, medals, together with 
 elements of lettering and specialization necessary to realize own 
 projects; use of observation, imagination, intuition, curiosity, experimentation 
 and research work in artistic development; 
 K_W03 

 
The student knows and understands the historical, cultural and social 
context 

 concerning sculpture in architecture in the organization of public space; 
 contemporary artistic issues related to the sculptural object, installation, 
 an interactive installation; 
 K_W010 
 The student knows and understands thoroughly the principles of design 
 two-dimensional - 2D; problems related to the knowledge of designing in  
 within the range of plane (2D) and spatial composition; can make a model or 
 mockup 
 at an appropriate scale; detailed rules concerning techniques and forms 
 documentation of own artistic work, is able to make a portfolio and 
 competition documentations and presentations; 
 K_W011 

 
The student knows and understands the historical and cultural context of other 
disciplines 

 
contemporary science: philosophy, cultural anthropology, media theory, 
aesthetics, 

 
Understands their relationship to the form of the profession; the historical 
context and 

 cultural patterns of independence and freedom of expression  
 artistic; 
 principles of conscious use of sources of own artistic inspiration, including 
 In a social and cultural context; 
 K_W012 
 The student knows and understands basic concepts and principles of law  
 copyright and the financial and legal aspects of the sculpture profession. 
  

SKILLS K_U01 
OBSERVATI
ONS The student is able to use the patterns underlying the creation 

 artistic composition and building blocks, contrasts, structures 
 visual, light, color, construction, detail, texture, static and dynamic 
 (kinetic sculpture); 
 K_U02 
 The student is able to create and consequently realize autonomous  
 artistic concepts while showing imagination, intuition and curiosity, 
 creative experimentation and creativity; 
 observe their own creative process in the broadest possible context; 
 use freely the tools of artistic craftsmanship, knowledge 

 
technology and design in the areas of sculpture, drawing, painting, 
photography, 

 printmaking, composition of solids and planes, form, textures, color, 
 construction, detail, portraiture, and anatomical construction; 
 K_U03 
 The student is able to consciously use appropriately selected 
 technique and technology as well as means of artistic expression in the 



realization of works 
 artistic; deliberately choose the topic, material and place of presentation from 
 awareness of the contexts of the relationship with the environment and with 
 including aesthetic, social and legal aspects; 
 K_U04 
  



 

 The student is able to make autonomous decisions related to the implementation of  
 tasks resulting from disciplinary and interdisciplinary projects 
 artistic, basing their actions on a keen observation of nature, aiming to  
 internal and external consistency of the work and to eliminate errors by 
 autocorrect; 
 K_U05 
 The student is able to interact with others in the work 
 teams and take a leadership role in such teams using 
 competence, knowledge and preparation to work in a team; is able to present  
 own ideas and reflections; is prepared to interact and 
 leading an interdisciplinary team; 
 K_U06 
 The student is able to use photography in an advanced way.  
 and image capture techniques to record and preserve the activities of 
 creative; 
 Apply in-depth knowledge of presentation techniques, arrangements 
 and organization of space - including multimedia techniques; 
 K_U09 
 The student is able to demonstrate the ability to form his/her own judgements and  
 draw correct conclusions in oral statements as well as in 
 extensive written work; 
 Approach public speaking responsibly in order to 
 presentation of artistic works, can skilfully arrange the space 
 exhibition; 
  

KOMPETEN K_K01 
CJE The student acquires the competence to inspire the process 
SOCIAL improve the workshop skills of others; understands the need for 
E continuous creative and intellectual development; has an inner 

 motivation to undertake creative activities and ability to organize 
 own work; 
 K_K02 
 The student acquires competence in the independent use of  

 
use the acquired knowledge in the field of fine arts, to analyze and interpret 
knowledge 

 coming from a variety of sources; 
 formulate critical argumentation and generate new ideas within 
 the knowledge you have; 
 K_K03 
 The student acquires competencies in the effective use of 
 imagination, intuition, emotionality, creative thinking skills and creative 
 work; is able to solve professional and team problems, is open to 
 cooperation with the external environment; 
 K_K04 
 The student acquires the competence to undertake reflection on 
 own actions in the context of other cultural creators and aspects of 
 aesthetic, ethical, scientific, technical and social issues related to  
 their own work and creative environment; 
 K_K05 
 The student acquires competences in effective communication  
 learn and initiate team tasks, cooperation, negotiation, presentation 
  



 
to be critical of one's own views and to accept the views of 

others; 18/ Description of Requirements 
concerning the studio, -error- 
workshop or assistance 
didactic 
 
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Medallions 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Aleksandra Mazurkiewicz, MA 

 

   

3/ Assistants Aleksandra Mazurkiewicz, MA 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 120  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree,sculpture]. 
 

7/ Studies intake: 2018/19-Z - compulsory 
 

  
 

 Direction. KK (directional education), compulsory classes in  
 

 semester V; KU (supplementary education), optional classes in 
 

8/ Type of subject 
As a specialization, in the sixth semester. 

 

Direction. KK (directional education), compulsory classes in   

 
 

 semester V; KU (supplementary education), optional classes in 
 

 As a specialization, in the sixth semester. 
 

   

 Due to the epidemiological threat, classes will be 
 

 conducted in hybrid mode: 
 

 * in a remote (on-line) form, using the means 
 

 electronic communications and tools made available by 
 

 
university. Contact using the academic mail of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw 

 

 and G Suite connected to it. 
 

 
** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
Remote work on a selected issue. 

 

- monographic lectures */** 
 

(class form) - conversation lectures */** 
 

 - didactic discussion*/** 
 

 - didactic dialogue */** 
 

 - creative and imaginative exercises*/** 
 

 - studio exercises * 
 

 - individual projects */** 
 

 - workshop exercises */** 
 

 - presentation of works */** 
 

 - team project */** 
 

 - E-learning: e-mail exchange; group and individual meetings 
 

 on-line; selected exercises conducted in remote mode - in 
 

 when the student expresses and justifies the need for it.* 
 

   

10/ Language of Polish 
 



instruction 
   

11/ Prerequisites 

Successful completion of the second year of studies in 
sculpture or 

 

qualification by faculty committee based on documentation 
 

 the candidate's accomplishments. 
 

   



 

 
Evaluation of the student's individual (artistic) work, assessment of 
the level 

 

12/ Final requirements 

knowledge and skills, evaluation of presentation of own work, etc., 
according to 

 

the grading scale provided in the Academic Regulations. Obtaining 
credit 

 

 
 

 with a grade after the 5th and 6th semester. 
 

   

 Evaluation Criteria: 
 

 1. evaluation of the artistic and technical level of the performed 
 

 medal works 
 

 Assessment of the degree of innovation (creation) 
 

 3. evaluate the degree of commitment to the program, and 
 

 ability to translate guidance and direction effectively 
 

 
obtained in the course of education, as a result of discussion 
and dialogue 

 

13/ Form and manner 

didactic. 
 

4. assessment of the level of knowledge and logical reasoning 
regarding 

 

course credit Medallion specialization, (including degree of familiarity with 
 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) workshops). 

 

 
5. active participation in class and cooperation with the 
instructor - 

 

 3 unexcused absences allowed. 
 

 (6) Only completed work that has been preceded by 
 

 the project approved by the instructor. 
 

 Due to epidemiological threat reviews, credits, 
 

 and exams will take place in a hybrid mode: 
 

 stationary and / or remote. Depending on the individual 
 

 case, as well as pandemic-related developments. 
 

   

14/ Learning objectives Number of hours per week: 4 
 

(curriculum content, 
description ECTS credits and type of credit: 

 

subject matter) Semester V - 4 credits; zst. - credit with grade; 
 

 Semester VI - 6 credits; zst. - credit with grade; 
 

 Class Objective: 
 

 The goal of the class is to strive to form an individual 
 

 creative personality and ability to realize own ideas 
 

 student's artistic abilities; awareness of being responsible, 
 

 an active artist. His interest in the art of medal making and 
 

 To impart basic knowledge in this specialty area. 
 

 
Students after the third year of study should treat knowledge 
and 

 

 skills learned in a newly learned specialty, 
 

 
as consistent with the major being studied, i.e. Sculpture. The 
student should 

 

 be able to realize their own artistic concepts, while 
 

 represent an open attitude to public expectations in 
 

 culture and arts (social dialogue, participation in 
 

 exhibitions and cultural events, widely understood activity  
 

 professional). 
 



 Class Content: 
 

 Range of issues addressed and implemented by the program 
 

 teaching: 
 

 1. development of a relief study from nature (Portrait Study from  
 

 model or interior study; material: plasticine, plaster). 
 

 Assimilation of issues related to observation and study 
 

 
portrait from nature; issues concerning the illusion of the third 
dimension 

 

   



 

 and perspective of the object being observed. 
 

 2. Making medallion negative molds (plaster and silicones). 
 

 3. Prepare implementation models of your own work in terms of 
 

 their further use in casting techniques. 
 

 4. Design and realization of own composition (form 
 

 Medallion), as part of the "own topic", "set topic" exercise. 
 

 5. Providing theoretical knowledge about the basic 
 

 issues of medallion specialization, (regarding the design sphere, 
 

 
Substantive and formal issues; including, but not limited to: 
Defining the concept of 

 

 artistic miniature; Relief - a new dimension of space; Form 
 

 small relief; What is a medal; Artistic medal; Techniques 
 

 Casting; Finishing of castings and use of patinas). 
 

 6. 
Lectures on the history of medal making (including: History 
of the Medal; 

 

 Pisanella creations; Cast medals; Minted medals; 
 

 International Federation of Medallic Art FIDEM). 
 

 7. making castings in metal. 
 

 8. Finishing work on castings: grinding, patinating 
 

 etc. 
 

    

15/ Literature 
1. 

The Medal and Medailles; Periodicals of the International 
Federation 

 

FIDEM Medallions: 
 

mandatory (British Museum Publications, since 1998); 
 

used during 2. FIDEM catalogs and congress materials; 
 

activities 3. photographic documentation of students' artistic achievements 
 

 Medallion Studio; 
 

    

 1. History of Medal Art in Poland, by Adam Więcek; 
 

 Wydawnictwo Literackie, Kraków 1972; 
 

 2. State Mint SA medals, 1974-1978, published by MP SA, 
 

 Warsaw 1979; 
 

 3. Medals of the State Mint SA, 1991-1993, published by MP SA, 
 

 Warsaw 1994; 
 

16/ Literature 

4. Catalogs from medallion exhibitions, among others: 
 

- VI Mostra Della Medaglia e Plachetta d'Arte, exhibition 
catalog, 

 

supplementary Roma Palazzo Venezia, 1985; 
 

recommended for - Medaglie e Monete - I Quaderni dell'Antiquariato, authors: 
 

working independently Graham Pollard, Giuseppe Mauri Mori; Gruppo Editoriale Fabbri, 
 

student Milano 1981; 
 

 - Taidetta Molemmat Puolet, SuomenMitalitaiten Publishing 
 

 Kilta, Helsinki 1990; 
 

 - Donatello, authors Luciano Berti, Alessandro Cechi, Antonio 
 

 Natali, Art Dosier, Giunti publishing house, Firenze 1986; 
 

 
- Shape of Space- Exhibition of medals and coins on the 
occasion of 40th anniversary 

 

 creative work of Ewa Olszewska-Borys, City Museum 
 

 Wrocław, Wrocław 2006; 
 

    

17/ Learning outcomes   
  



KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE- The student/graduate should achieve 
knowledge in: The student should acquire a basic knowledge of 
the specialty of medal making:  
- In the implementation of artistic works: 



 
1. He has knowledge of the basic issues of medallic specialization, 
(theoretical knowledge of the design sphere, substantive and formal issues; 
including the definition of the concept of artistic miniature, relief - a new 
dimension of space, the form of a small relief, artistic medal. Assimilation of 
issues connected with observation and making a portrait study from nature, 
in the form of a medal). They are able to create their own artistic creation (in 
the form of a medal) on a given subject - they are able to think abstractly and 
think in terms of form.  
- In terms of the visual arts context: 
2. Has knowledge of workshop requirements, basic techniques and 
technologies used in medal making, (including health and safety rules).  
3. Knows and understands the basic trends in the art of medallic art 
(including current artistic events regarding specialization; e.g., 
congresses and exhibitions of the International Medallic Art Federation 
FIDEM). 
4. Demonstrates knowledge of the most important facts in the history of Polish and 
world medal making (including: Pisanello - the creator of medal-making; Old medal-
making techniques; Contemporary Polish medal-makers: Demkowska. 
Jarnuszkiewicz, Olszewska-Borys, Stasiński; the State Mint in Warsaw).  
K_W01, K_W02, K_W04, K_W05, K_W06, K_W08, K_W09, K_W011 

 
SKILLS SKILLS - the student/graduate should be able to:  
ACHIEVEMENTS Graduates should be able to apply their artistic knowledge 

and experience from the Medallion Studio, primarily; - in the area 
of artistic expression:  
1. The student has basic skills and experience, allowing for recording 
concepts, projects, artistic intentions, in the implementation of the so-
called obligatory subjects (e.g. study from nature) and in the 
development of their own topics. 
- In terms of creative skills: 
2. Graduates gain experience in creating their own artistic concepts, using 
their imagination, intuition and emotionality (work on a study from nature, 
portrait study in a medal). Ability to search for and apply new formal 
solutions. 
- In the implementation of artistic works: 
3. Possess the ability to consciously use the basic tools of the medallic 
specialty workshop. 
4. He acquired the ability to consciously use the appropriate technique and 
technology during the realization of his own work (first medallion making exercises - 
looking for technological solutions according to the design needs). 
5. He/she is able to make independent decisions concerning the design 
and realization of his/her own works within the framework of the so-
called author's creations. 
- In terms of workshop skills: 
6. Possesses basic workshop skills that enable him/her to carry out 
his/her own tasks within the framework of obligatory subjects (including 
exercises in plasticine, making negative and positive forms, realization 
models) and to realize his/her own artistic concepts (new techniques 
and materials, including: casting in metal, treatment and patination, 
working with power tools). 
7. Awareness and ability to continuously and systematically improve 
workshop proficiency through independent work. 



 

 - In terms of verbal skills: 
 

 8.. The student should be able to define and present, e.g. in a project 
 

 drawing and in a verbal commentary, his/her creative assumptions and course  
 

 the task being carried out. 
 

 K_U01, K_U02, K_U03, K_U04, K_U07, K_U08 
 

    

 SOCIAL COMPETENCIES -student/graduate should be able to: 
 

 
1. students after the third year of undergraduate study should treat 
knowledge and 

 

 skills learned in the learned specialty, as consistent to 
 

 Sculpture majors studied. First of all, as another important 
 

 experiences, very helpful in defining one's own identity and independence  
 

 artistic, motivating them to continue learning. 
 

 2. the skills gained are also intended to help you open up to events 
 

 artistic, i.e. participation in medal competitions and exhibitions, national  
 

 and abroad. The realization of works that respond to a given theme, "with 
 

 
Outside," among other things, related to the contest, the exhibition. Works that 
address the following topics 

 

 
social and also become a form of recording and commemorating important 
events. 

 

 3. the ability to relate in an informed and critical manner to 
 

KOMPETEN developed projects and author's realizations (concerning artistic issues, 
 

CJE 
substantive and technological). 

 

4. graduates know and understand basic terms and principles of law 
 

SOCIAL 
 

E 
Author.  

 

K_K01, K_K02, K_K03, K_K04, K_K05  

 
 

 Valuation on a scale of 1:3 
 

 Skills + + 
 

 
Knowledge 
+ +  

 

 Attitudes + +  
 

 Means of verifying achievement of intended outcomes: 
 

 Each semester is graded by a review of coursework and a passing grade. 
 

 Percentage share in the final evaluation - sculptural realizations (originality 
 

 statements, workshop and technology skills, exercise completion) - 
 

 40%  
 

 - attitude, commitment and diligence - 30% 
 

 - knowledge - 30% 
 

   
 

18/ Description of 
requirements Teaching Aid Requirements: 

 

regarding the studio, - design studio (approx.90m²), fully equipped and 
 

workshop or assistance materials (appropriate workstations; tables, chairs; tiles, 
 

didactic Primers for relief work; studio materials and tools, including. 
 

  Plasticine, plaster, knives, chisels, equipment for making casts 
 

  gypsum and silicone); 
 

  - foundry of non-ferrous metals (with full equipment and 
 

  materials); 
 

  - materials for castings machining: files, abrasive papers, 
 

  Power tools (drills, side and bench grinders); 
 

  - Chemical reagents and materials (patinas, solvents, 
 

  technical spirit, shellac, silicones for moulds; 
 



  - photographic equipment for documenting the work; 
 

  - multimedia projector. 
 

  
Recommendation: in view of the epidemic situation in the 
country 

 

    



 
It is recommended that you use your own tools, such as 
chisels, files, plasticine modeling tools, sandpaper, etc.  

Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Fundamentals of spatial design 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Maciej Aleksandrowicz, Ph. 

 

   

3/ Assistants Dr Katarzyna Szarek 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 60  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2020/21-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
direction 

 

direction  

 
 

   

 
Consultation, dialogue, and didactic discussion; revision, review of 
work 

 

 (presentation of student work, its joint analysis and discussion).*/** 
 

 Lectures* 
 

 Exercises */** 
 

 Workshop activities** 
 

 E-learning: e-mail exchange; group and individual meetings 
 

 Online; selected exercises conducted remotely. * 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
Due to the epidemiological threat, classes will be 

 

conducted in hybrid mode: 
 

(class form) * in a remote (on-line) form, using the means 
 

 electronic communication and tools made available by 
 

 university. Contact using the academic mail of ASP in 
 

 Warsaw and the connected G Suite pa-port. 
 

 
** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
sani-tar, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of the 
State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 
Passing the entrance exam for the first year of studies in 
sculpture 

 

   

 1. preparation and presentation of art work done in 
 

 during class for committee review. 
 

 2. committee review after the first and second semesters. 
 

12/ Final requirements 
3. the final presentation of art work done in the third and 

 

fourth semester combined with an exam. 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat, the reviews will be 
 

 were held in a hybrid mode: onsite and/or remote. W 
 

 depending on the individual case, as well as the development 
 



of 
 pandemic situation. 

 

   

13/ Form and manner 1. evaluation of the artistic and technical level of the works. 
 

course credit 2 Evaluate the level of commitment to the program. 
 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

3. assess the degree of involvement in the description and 
analysis of the work of others 

 

   



 

 students. 
 

 
4. assessment of the level of knowledge and logical reasoning 
regarding 

 

 specialization in the context of interdisciplinary education 
 

 (lectures, conversation classes). 
 

 5. assess the level of public presentation. 
 

 (6) The grading scale is determined by the points used in 
 

 Faculty. 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat of credit, and 
 

 Examinations will be held in a hybrid mode: stationary 
 

 and / or remote. Depending on the individual case, how 
 

 pandemic-related developments as well. 
 

   

 The goal of the class is to develop your own individual language 
 

 student's artistic expression, the form of which will be fully 
 

 corresponded to the themes he took up in the further 
 

 
the educational process and in artistic practice. The aim of the 
classes is 

 

 
to stimulate and develop the student's conscious perception of 
works of art 

 

 and accompanying plastic phenomena. 
 

 The program assignment for first-year sculpture students is 
 

 
Defining the concepts of the language of visual composition 
(description, analysis, 

 

14/ Learning objectives 

interpretation), with particular attention to the specifics of 
language 

 

sculpture, i.e. solids and planes, as well as the study of relations 
occurring 

 

(curriculum content, 
description between spatial entities. 

 

subject matter) 
At the same time, through discussions of student implementations, 
building 

 

 awareness and consistency in the use of form language and 
 

 use of perception. 
 

 The program is partially open, i.e. the implementation of tasks 
 

 
determines the initial selection of the concepts or relationships in 
question, this selection 

 

 
belongs to the student. This independence is an important 
incentive 

 

 to search for their own language of artistic expression and to take 
 

 
responsibility for it. The discussion of assignments is public 
and 

 

 assumes the active participation of all students. 
 

  
 

15/ Literature Oskar Hansen Towards Open Form Warsaw 
 

mandatory 2004 
 

used during Oskar Hansen Seeing the World Warsaw 2005 
 

activities Rudolf Arnheim Art and visual perception Gdańsk 2004 
 

   

16/ Literature Stefan Papp Space Cracow 2002 
 

supplementary 
Piotr Demianowicz Uspienski The Fourth Dimension Gdansk 
2001 

 

recommended for E. H. Gombrich Art and Illusion Warsaw 1981 
 



working independently Edited by Bogusław Żyłko Art in the World of Signs Gdańsk 
 

student 2002 
 

 Edited by Andrzej Mencwel Anthropology of Culture Zagadnienia i  
 

 selection of texts Warsaw 2005 
 

 Bogdan Paczowski Seeing Gdańsk 2005 
 

 John Berger On Looking Warsaw 1999 
 

 John Berger Encounters Warsaw 2001 
 

 Edited by Maria Anna Potocka Public space for art?  
 

 Krakow 2003 
 

 Słownik terminologiczny Sztuk pięknych Warszawa1997 
 

   



 
Edited by Krystyna Wilkoszewska Time of Space Krakow 
2008 
Edward T. Hall Hidden Dimension Warsaw 2009 
Boris Uspienski The Cross and the Wheel Gdansk 2010 
Edited by Ewa Rewers City in Art - Art of the City Krakow 
2010 
Edited by Michał Ostrowski Materia Sztuki, Kraków 2010 
George Lakoff, Mark Jonson Metaphors in our lives Warsaw 
2012 
Bartosz Brożek, Mateusz Hohol Umysł matematyczny Kraków 2014 

 
17/ Learning outcomes  

 KNOWLEDGE: 
 

 
- The student is familiar with the detailed rules for implementation in the field of 
specialization 

 

 necessary to complete their own projects; use of observation, imagination,  
 

 intuition, curiosity, experimentation, and research work in development 
 

 artistic; 
 

 
- The student understands the historical, cultural and social context 
regarding 

 

 Architectural sculptures in the organization of public space; contemporary 
 

 artistic issues related to the sculptural object, installation 
 

 interactive; 
 

 
- The student understands the historical context of Polish sculpture and 
related 

 

 artistic disciplines in a holistic and systematized approach with 
 

 including processes and influences of world culture, knows publications on  
 

 
on the main developmental lines in the history of sculpture and its related 
disciplines 

 

NEWS 
art in the context of art and cultural theory; 

 

- The student has the need and ability to access necessary information,  

 
 

 also in a foreign language (books, journals, Internet, e-learning), 
 

 enabling you to understand, analyze and interpret works of art; 
 

 
- The student is familiar with the developmental trends of contemporary 
sculpture and the concepts and terms 

 

 artistic culture; is familiar with the issues of current artistic culture in 
 

 social and philosophical context, knows the issues and texts related to 
 

 To analyze the work; 
 

 
- The student knows the historical and cultural context of other fields of 
contemporary 

 

 
sciences: philosophy, cultural anthropology, media theory, aesthetics, 
understands their relationships with 

 

 the form of the profession; the historical and cultural context of the applicable 
 

 
current models of independence and freedom of artistic expression; the 
principles of 

 

 consciously use the sources of their own artistic inspirations, also in 
 

 social and cultural context; 
 

 K_W01, K_W03, K_W05, K_W06, K_W08, K_W11 
 

   

SKILLS SKILLS: 
 

OBSERVATI
ONS - The student is able to use the patterns underlying artistic creation in 

 

 in terms of composition and building blocks, contrasts, and visual 
 



structures, 
 light, construction, detail, texture, static and dynamics; 

 

 - The student is able to create and consequently implement autonomous concepts  
 

 Artistic demonstrating imagination, intuition, curiosity, 
 

 creative experimentation and creativity; observe own creative process 
 

 in the broadest possible context; use the tools freely 
 

 
The student will be able to use his/her artistic skills, technological and design 
knowledge in the field of sculpture, 

 

 composition of solids and planes, form, textures, construction and detail; 
 

   



 

 - The student is able to consciously use a properly selected technique and 
 

 technology and means of artistic expression in the production of artistic works; z  
 

 
deliberately choose the topic, the material and the place of presentation with 
the awareness of 

 

 contexts of the relationship with the environment and including aspects of 
 

 Aesthetic and social; 
 

 
- The student is able to make autonomous decisions related to the 
implementation of 

 

 tasks resulting from disciplinary and interdisciplinary projects 
 

 artistic, basing their actions on a keen observation of nature, aiming to  
 

 the internal and external coherence of the work and to eliminate errors by 
 

 autocorrect;  
 

 - The student is able to cooperate with others in teamwork and  
 

 Take a leadership role in such teams using the competencies, knowledge and 
 

 preparation for work in a ze-spole; is able to present own concepts and 
 

 reflections;  
 

 - The student is able to consciously use to realize own actions 
 

 artistic kla-sic and contemporary methods of artistic narration through 
 

 Use keen observation, imagination, intuition and emotionality; create your  
 

 creative personality, creating an individual image of artistic activities; 
 

 - The student is able to use a variety of materials effectively and consciously,  
 

 
techniques and tech-nologies and forms of artistic expression, strives to 
improve 

 

 own concepts, forms of expression and organization of space, including 
 

 exhibition space; 
 

 
- The student is able to demonstrate the ability to formulate his/her own 
judgments and 

 

 draw valid conclusions in oral statements; in a manner 
 

 Approach public speaking responsibly to present work 
 

 He is able to skilfully arrange exhibition space; 
 

 K_U01, K_U02, K_U03, K_U04, K_U05, K_U07, K_U08, K_U09 
 

    

 SOCIAL COMPETENCIES: 
 

 
- The student understands the need for continuous creative and intellectual 
development; 

 

 Has intrinsic motivation to take creative action, and 
 

 ability to organize own work; 
 

 - The student is ready to use the acquired knowledge independently in 
 

 area of fine arts, to analyze and interpret knowledge from various  
 

 sources; formulate critical ar-gumentation; and generate new ideas in 
 

KOMPETEN 
Within your knowledge; 

 

- The student is ready to use imagination, intuition effectively, 
 

CJE emotionality, ability to think creatively and work creatively; can 
 

SOCIAL solve professional and team problems, is open to cooperation with  
 

E external environment; 
 

 - The student is willing to reflect on his/her own actions in 
 

 context of other cultural creators and aesthetic, ethical aspects, 
 

 scientific, technical and social issues related to their own work, and 
 

 creative environment; 
 

 - The student is willing to communicate effectively and initiate tasks  
 

 teamwork, cooperation, negotiation, presentation of own critical 
 

 views and accepting the views of others; 
 



 K_K01, K_K02, K_K03, K_K04, K_K05 
 

    

18/ Description of 
requirements In the Studio of Spatial Design Basics we realize 

 

regarding the studio, 
individualized mode of working with students. The program has 

mostly 
 

    



 
 
 
workshop or teaching 
aids 

 
 
open character, i.e. the realization of tasks is determined by 
the initial choice of given concepts or relations, this choice 
belongs to the students. The laboratory is equipped with 
tables for project work, a whiteboard, a projector and basic 
working tools such as scissors, knives, glue, pliers, etc.   

Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Ceramics techniques 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Stanisław Brach, PhD, Zbigniew Lorek, PhD 

 

   

3/ Assistants Zbigniew Lorek, PhD 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 120  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2020/21-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
Ceramic Technology 

 

Ceramic Technology  

 
 

   

 Due to the epidemiological threat, classes will be 
 

 conducted in hybrid mode: 
 

 * in a remote (on-line) form, using the means 
 

 electronic communication and tools made available by 
 

9/ Teaching methods 

university. Contact using the academic mail of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Warsaw 

 

and G Suite connected to it.  

(class form)  

** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites - Successful entrance exams to the Faculty of Sculpture 
 

   

 
- Complete implementation of the approved task, one 
implementation in 

 

12/ Final requirements 

established scale, concerning one work per semester. 
 

- Presentation of the semester's work at the studio review, along 
with 

 

 prescribed description (work metric) combined with group 
 

 discussion of the work. 
 

   

 
Evaluation of individual student work according to the grading scale 
provided in 

 

13/ Form and manner 
Study Regulations from 0 to 5+. 

 

Due to epidemiological threat reviews, credits,  

course credit  

and exams will take place in a hybrid mode:  

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

 

stationary and / or remote. Depending on the individual  

 
 

 case, as well as pandemic-related developments. 
 

   

14/ Learning objectives The ceramics studio program is designed to give special attention 
 



to 
(curriculum content, 
description attention to the creative values of ceramic material in sculpture. 

 

subject matter) 
Classes in the studio will gradually introduce the student to the 
knowledge of 

 

 various ceramic materials as a sculptural medium. 
 

 
The form of education will be individual approach to the student 
i.e. 

 

 individual discussion of exercises, individual corrections, and 
 

 Joint discussion of term papers. At the same time as the practical  
 

 part of the class will include discussions about technology 
 

   



 

  ceramics. 
 

  A sculptural form inspired by geometric solids - 
 

  one-piece 
 

  Method: roll forming by hand 
 

  Implementation: 
 

  conception, making a sketch or design in clay 
 

  manual forming of the intended design from plastic mass with 
 

  grog 
 

  control of wall thickness during the bonding process 
 

  control of the drying process 
 

  biscuit firing 
 

  choice of glazing method: spraying in the glazing chamber, by 
 

  by spraying, dipping or brushing 
 

  spicy firing 
 

    

15/ Literature   
 

mandatory  
-error-  

used during  

 
 

activities   
 

    

  Journals: 
 

16/ Literature 
 New Ceramics, The European ceramics magazine 

 

 Glass & Ceramics  

supplementar
y 

 
 

 Professional publications:  

recommended for  

Kordek M., Ceramics Technology Part I, II, III, Warsaw :  

working independently  

Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, 1978  

student 
 

 

 Krzywiec R., Basics of Ceramics Technology, Nakładem  

  
 

  State Scientific Publishers, Wrocław 1952 
 

    

17/ Learning outcomes  
 

    

 Basic knowledge of ceramics technology and ability to apply 
 

NEWS 
her in practice. 

 

  
 

   
 

 
The teaching process for first-year students is designed to familiarize them with 
the basic 

 

 
techniques for the deliberate shaping of ceramic works and the principles and 
methods 

 

SKILLS 

The use of glazes and engobes. Students will also learn about the drying process 
and 

 

firing ceramics in an electric kiln and a wood-fired kiln. They are held at  

OBSERVATI
ONS 

 

also an obligatory 4-day ceramic open air workshop in the Open Air House  

 
 

 
Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts in Dłużewo, where they take part in firing 
ceramics using the 

 

 "cancer."  
 

    

KOMPETEN   
 

CJE 
The opportunity to do the entire process of creating a piece in ceramics yourself.  

 

SOCIAL 
 

E   
 

    

18/ Description of The student should be equipped with the basic tools 
 

sculpting and drawing.  



requirements 
regarding the studio,  

The student should not, without the supervision of the instructors  

workshop or assistance  

run electrical equipment in the workshop, i.e.: ovens  

didactic  

Electric, glazing chamber, ball mills, etc.  

  
 

    



 
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Stone techniques 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Stanisław Gruszka, MA 

 

   

3/ Assistants Stanisław Gruszka, MA 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 120  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2020/21-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
complementary 

 

complementary  

 
 

   

 - The studio is not on a mandatory enrollment system, students 
 

 
have the right to choose sculpture technique classes in years I, 
IV in 

 

 
during the studies (the shortest period of stay in the studio is 
one 

 

 semester. 
 

 - Didactic discussion 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
- Study exercises 

 

- Individual projects 
 

(class form) -Workshop exercises 
 

 - Presentation of works 
 

 Due to viral threat, change of classes to form 
 

 remote, electronic. 
 

 - In a traditional, on-site format with regulations 
 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. 

 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites Entrance examination at the Faculty of Sculpture 
 

   

 Implementing your own projects and doing the work in 
 

12/ Final requirements 
material that is stone. 

 

Presentation of work at the final exhibition of the academic 
year. 

 

 
 

  
 

13/ Form and manner 
Individual assessment according to the scale provided in the 
regulations 

 

course credit studies from 0 to 5+ 
 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) The assessment consists of: 

 

 - Artistic level of the project 
 

 - The level of technical execution of the work (diligence and 
 

 tool handling 
 



 - Evaluation of artistic level ( composition, expression, form,  
 

 invoice, innovation of work ) 
 

 - Degree of involvement in program implementation and activities 
 

 studio. 
 

 - Class attendance 
 

 Percentage of final grade 
 

   



 

  - Sculpture realizations 
 

  - Workshop and technological skills - 50% 
 

  - Attitude, commitment, diligence - 30% 
 

  - Knowledge - 20% 
 

    

  The range of program topics covered in the 
 

  curricula: 
 

  - Principles of composition in developing a bas-relief design, 
 

  
sculptures, in terms of implementation in stone (considering 
three 

 

  basic concepts - context, form, content). 
 

  
- Workshop and technological requirements for the execution 
of works in 

 

  stone. 
 

14/ Learning objectives 
- Tool handling skills, hands-on familiarization and 

 

selection of tools depending on the type of stone.  

(curriculum content, 
description 

 

- Ability to complete own work in stone in accordance with  

subject 
matter) 

 
 

 Project.  

  
 

  - Historical knowledge useful for your own projects. 
 

  Example task topics 
 

  - Realization of own topic in the form of relief or bas-relief (for 
 

  first-year students). 
 

  
- Realization of own topic in the form of sculpture, portrait 
sculpture 

 

  (for 3rd and 4th year students) 
 

   
 

15/ Literature   
 

mandatory  
-error-  

used during  

 
 

activities   
 

    

16/ Literature  - "Lives of the Most Famous Painters, Sculptors and Architects" 
- 

 

supplementar
y 

 
 

 by Giorgio Vasari, PIW, Warsaw 1980  

recommended for  

- "Taming of the Flesh" - by Alexandra Gromling, Konemann  

working independently  

2005  

student  
 

  
 

    

17/ Learning outcomes  
 

   

 - Upon completion of the Stone Techniques course, the student has the basic 
 

 The knowledge needed to design and execute artwork in stone. 
 

 A1-W10  
 

NEWS 

- Has knowledge of the techniques and technologies used in the making of 
sculptures 

 

in stone and is aware of the technological developments in this specialty - A1-  

 
 

 W13  
 

 - Able to use the knowledge and assistance of the instructor to accomplish 
 

 own projects - A1-W15 
 

   

SKILLS - He is able to design, realize his own artistic concepts using 
 

OBSERVATI knowledge from stone technology classes 
 



ONS 
 - Has the workshop skills to produce work in stone - 

 

 A1-U15  
 

 - Can analyze material properties, select technology and tools, 
 

 determine its processing methods - A1-U16 
 

 - Has a background in teamwork - A1-U18 
 

    



 
 
 
 
 
KOMPETEN 
CJE 
SOCIAL 
E 

 
 
 
 
 
- Graduates of the Sculpture Department continually develop the 
knowledge and skills acquired in stone techniques classes, working 
throughout their lives to improve their qualifications.- A1-KO1 
- Performs artistic activities according to his/her own ideas - A1-KO2 
- Has the ability to self-evaluate his/her own work and evaluate the work 
of other artists - A1-KO4   

18/ Description of 
requirements 

- Professional laboratory with equipment, instrumentation 
 

(e.g.: good daylight and artificial lighting, ventilation systems and  
 

regarding the studio, air extraction, water intake, power tools, tools for 
 

workshop or assistance handwork, chisels, hammers, stone polishing materials, 
 

didactic systems that make it easier to move heavy objects 
 

 stone. 
 

    
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Wood techniques 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Dr. Marek Kowalski 

 

   

3/ Assistants Albert Kozak, MA 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 120  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2020/21-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
Directional, complementary, general 

 

Directional, complementary, general  

 
 

   

 Workshop activities. In view of the epidemiological threat 
 

 classes will be taught in a hybrid mode: * in a remote format 
 

 (on-line), using electronic means of communication and 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
tools provided by the university. Contact using mail 

 

of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw and the G 
 

(class form) Suite. ** in the traditional form - stationary, including 
 

 
sanitary regulations, recommendations and guidelines of the state 
authorities 

 

 
Sanitary Inspectorate and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed entrance exam, committee credit for first year, 

 

Positive outcome of the work review.  

 
 

   

12/ Final requirements 
Ability to make informed use of specialized 

 

workshop, ability to creatively search for solutions 
 

 creative works within the specialization studied. 
 

   

 
Evaluation of the student's individual (artistic) work, assessment of 
the level 

 

13/ Form and manner 
knowledge and ability to use processing tools 

 

wood. Due to the epidemiological threat, reviews,  

course credit  

credit, and exams will be taken in a hybrid mode:   

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

 

stationary and / or remote. Depending on the individual  

 
 

 case, as well as developments related to the pandemic 
 

   

14/ Learning objectives 

Gain the ability to choose an appropriate communication 
technique, 

 

perfecting the skills of selecting artistic means  

(curriculum content, 
description 

 

appropriate to the content being expressed. General familiarization of 
the student with  

subject matter)  

the specifics of working in wood.  

 
 

   



15/ Literature "The art of wood carving" by Josepmaria T.Cami. Pages  

mandatory  

online museums that collect works by artists who sculpt in  

used during  

wood, e.g. Brancusi, Pinsel, Kulon, Fober, etc.  

activities  

 
 

   

16/ Literature 
"The Mystical Middle Ages" by Malgorzata Zochanowska 
Reiche. 

 

  
 



 
supplementary 
recommended for 
working independently 
student 

 
17/ Learning outcomes 

 

NEWS 

The graduate knows and understands K_W01 methods of working in wood, 
knows W_02 

 

Where to obtain material for sculpture works, knows W_03 what tools to 
use 

 

 
 

 Electric and traditional can be used when working with wood. 
 

   

SKILLS 

The graduate can K_01-prepare the implementation project taking into 
account 

 

nature of entrusted material K_U02. select tools, process wood  

OBSERVAT
IONS 

 

by various means.K_U03 Secure the work performed.  

 
  

KOMPETEN 
CJE K_K01 The graduate is ready to improve his/her qualifications in the field of 
SPOECZN woodworking. 
E  
18/ Description of 
requirements 

A workshop with features of a technical workshop, equipped 
with 

regarding the studio, joiner's planer, wood carving chisels and tables, 
workshop or assistance Beaters and necessary power tools - chainsaw, grinder 
didactic angle grinders, drills, etc. 

   
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Photography 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator Ewa Łuczak, MA 

 

   

3/ Assistants Ewa Łuczak, MA 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 120  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree] intake: 
 

7/ Studies 2020/21-Z - Mandatory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
Basic, mandatory 

 

Basic, mandatory  

 
 

   

 Conducting student exercises on an individual basis. 
 

 
Consultation, dialogue, and didactic discussion; revision, review of 
work 

 

 (presentation of student work, joint analysis and discussion).*/** 
 

 Workshop activities.** E-learning: e-mail exchange; meetings 
 

 group and individual on-line; selected exercises conducted in 
 

 remote mode. 
 

 * Due to an epidemiological emergency, classes will be 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
conducted in a hybrid mode: * in a remote (online) format, with 

 

using electronic communication means and tools  

(class form)  

provided by the university. Contact using mail  

 
 

 of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw and the G 
 

 Suite (google meet, among others). 
 

 
** in the traditional form - stationary, taking into account the 
regulations 

 

 
sanitation, recommendations and guidelines of the authorities of 
the State Inspection 

 

 
Sanitation Committee and regulations of the Rector of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. W 

 

 In justified cases, we will allow the student to 
 

 Remote work on a selected issue. 
 

   

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed the entrance exam for the unified studies at the Faculty of  

 

Sculptures.  

 
 

   

 
Successfully completed the first and second semester of the 
first year of study. 

 

 Students are required to: 
 

 - Complete all tasks set in 
 

 deadline. 
 

12/ Final requirements 
- Semester presentation of work at a review in the studio or on 

 

Line, combined with a group discussion of the works.  

 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat, the reviews will be 
 

 take place in a hybrid mode: stationary and / or remote - 
 



 depending on the individual case, as well as the development of 
 

 pandemic situation. 
 

   

13/ Form and manner 
Evaluation of individual student work according to the grading scale 
provided in 

 

course credit Study Regulations from 0 to 5+. The grade consists of: 
 

   



 

 
- The artistic and technical level of the works performed; the 
degree of 

 

 innovation, originality of proposed solutions 50% 
 

 - Evaluation of the individual artistic and intellectual process  
 

 student, including independence in the execution of 
 

 issues addressed 30% 
 

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

- Degree of commitment to work 10% 
 

- Evaluation of the form of presentation prepared by the student  

 
 

 artistic realization 10% 
 

 Due to the epidemiological threat of credit, and 
 

 Examinations will be held in a hybrid mode: stationary 
 

 and/or remote depending on the individual case, such as 
 

 pandemic-related developments as well. 
 

   

 The goal is to learn the basics of photographic techniques - using 
 

 digital and analogue photographic equipment and 
 

 developing artistic expression using the medium of photography - 
 

 tools for artistic creation, information transfer, 
 

 
documentation and interpretation of reality. Students complete a 
series of 

 

 Practical exercises that address classic topics 
 

 photographic, these include: 
 

 - still life 
 

14/ Learning objectives 
- portrait 

 

- self-portrait 
 

(curriculum content, 
description - act 

 

subject matter) - landscape 
 

 - light 
 

 - photographic documentation of works of art 
 

 - and creative tasks 
 

 Students after completing a series of workshop assignments, 
 

 should be able to produce original works 
 

 photographic and photographic documentation skills of works 
 

 Art in particular their own sculptural works. Know 
 

 practical and theoretical basics of studio and outdoor photography. 
 

   

15/ Literature  
 

mandatory 
-error-  

used during  

 
 

activities  
 

   

16/ Literature - Juliet Hacking, History of Photography, Arkady Publishing, 
 

supplementary Warsaw 2014. 
 

recommended for 
- Roland Bartes, The Light of the Image. Notes on 
Photography, Warsaw 

 

working independently 1996. 
 

student - John Berger, On Looking, Aletheia Foundation, Warsaw 1999. 
 

 
- Susan Sontag, On Photography, Karakter Publishing House, 
Krakow 2009 

 

 
- David Freedberg, "The Power of Image, Studies in History 
and Theory 

 

 Impact", Jagiellonian University Publishing House, 
 



 Cracow 2005. 
 

 
- "Sculptors Take Photographs," catalog of an exhibition at the 
Lenin Museum of Sculpture. 

 

 Xawery Dunikowski, Królikarnia, Warsaw 2004. 
 

 
- Marianna Michałowska, "A Latent Image. Sketches on 
Photography and 

 

   



 
Memory", Cracow 2007. 
- Blain Brown, "Light in Film," Wojciech Marzec Publishers, 
Warsaw 2015. 
- Max Keller, "Fascinating Light," LTT Publishing, Warsaw 
2013.  

17/ Learning outcomes 
 

The student/graduate knows and understands: 
- issues related to photographic techniques; has knowledge of digital 
and analogue photography, knows the tools and techniques of 
photography; K_W02; P7S_WG 
- historical, cultural and social context concerning photography; 
contemporary artistic issues connected with photography as a tool for 
artistic creation, information transfer, documentation and interpretation of 
reality; K_W03; P7S_WG  

KNOWLEDGE - the need and ability to access the necessary information, also in a foreign 
language at b2+ level (books, journals, Internet, e-learning), enabling the 
understanding, analysis and interpretation of works of art; K_W06; P7S_WG  
- specific range of issues related to photographic techniques and 
technologies (as a whole), and can use this knowledge during realization of 
artistic work; K_W09; P7S_WG  
- detailed rules concerning the techniques and photographic forms of 
documentation of own artistic work, is able to take photographs for 
portfolio and contest documentation and presentations; K_W010; 
P7S_WG  
The student/graduate can: 
- use the patterns underlying artistic creation in terms of composition, 
contrasts, visual structures, light, color, detail, texture, static and 
dynamics; K_U01; P7S_UW 
- create and consequently realize autonomous artistic concepts, 
demonstrating imagination, intuition, curiosity, creative experimentation 
and creativity; observe own creative process in the broadest possible 
context; use freely the tools of artistic workshop, technological and design 
knowledge in the area of photography; K_U02; P7S_UW  

SKILLS - make autonomous decisions related to the completion of tasks set  
ACHIEVEMENTS basing their actions on a careful observation of nature, striving for 

internal and external coherence of the work and eliminating errors 
through self-correction; K_U04; P7S_UW  
- apply advanced knowledge on presentation techniques, arrangement and 
organization of space, including multimedia techniques; K_U06; P7S_UW  
- consciously use for realization of one's own artistic activities classical and 
contemporary methods of artistic narration by means of thorough observation, 
imagination, intuition and emotionality; create one's own creative personality, 
creating an individual image of artistic activities; K_U07; P7S_UW  

KOMPETEN The student/graduate is willing/ready to: 
CJE - use their acquired knowledge in the field of fine arts independently, to 
SOCIAL analyze and interpret knowledge from various sources; formulate 



 
to argue critically and create new ideas within the framework of possessed 
knowledge; K_K02; P7S_KK 

E - effectively use imagination, intuition, emotionality, ability to think 
creatively and work creatively; can solve professional and team 
problems, is open to cooperation with the external environment; K_K03; 
P7S_KK  

18/ Description of 
requirements The Photography Studio is a space designed for classes 
regarding the studio, workshops and consultations. Teaching aids include 
workshop or assistance All photographic lighting, photographic backgrounds, tripods, 
didactic digital cameras and a computer. 

   
Information: the weekly number of hours of exercises or lectures, the number of ECTS 
credits allocated to the course and information about the form and credit of the course 
are included in the study programme (course parameters are also displayed in the 
Akademus system) 



 
SYLABUS Course description form  
1/ Course Name Sculpture 

 

   

2/ Implementing 
educator D., Roman Pietrzak 

 

   

3/ Assistants Artem Dmytrenko, MA 
 

   

4/ Code - 
 

   

5/ Unit Department of Sculpture 
 

   

6/ General formula 
exercise: 240  

subject  

 
 

   

 Sculpture [Sculpture,full-time,single master's degree,sculpture]. 
 

7/ Studies intake: 2018/19-Z - compulsory 
 

  
 

8/ Type of subject 
direction 

 

direction  

 
 

   

 - Workshop activities 
 

 - Didactic dialogue 
 

 - Didactic discussion 
 

 - Individual design 
 

9/ Teaching methods 
- The primary form of student contact is individual 

 

corrections directly at the sculpture object. In exceptional  

(class form)  

Online consultations are available for pandemic-related situations.  

 
 

  
 

10/ Language of 
instruction Polish 

 

   

11/ Prerequisites 

Positive qualification for the sixth semester of study of the 
Department of Sculpture 

 

ASP Warsaw  

 
 

   

 
During the summer2020/2021 semester, students are required 
to 

 

 a study of a male nude in 1:1 scale together with a casting 
 

12/ Final requirements 
(completion of winter semester exercise) and to complete 

 

competition entry in the internal competition "Object in 
 

 Spaces" 
 

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TB0glDdSAnoBbk3Xf87NoImNBu 
 

 8qNLVN/view?usp=sharing. 
 

   

 A credit for the course is a summary of the student's work in 
 

 during the semester.The student is required to use in a manner 
 

13/ Form and manner 
Optimal time allotted for Sculpture classes. Highlights 

 

factors affecting the grade are active participation in the 
implementation of 

 

course credit  

individual artistic goals agreed upon with the educator  

(evaluation methods and 
criteria) 

 

teaching, systematic work, and attendance.  

 
 

 Criteria (grading scale) 
 

  
 



14/ Learning objectives The primary goal is to learn the intellectual and workshop  
 

(curriculum content, 
description tools that will enable the realization of individual proposals 

 

subject matter) sculpting. The method that leads to this is practice 
 

   



 

 
sculpting in an environment of critical discussion. The result is an 
object in 

 

 its material dimension. The analysis of nature is understood as 
 

 A multi-faceted phenomenon that allows the student to develop 
 

 manual, intellectual, and creative skills. The student should 
 

 be able to justify their creative motivations by means of 
 

 characteristic of the discipline of Sculpture at a level consistent with 
 

 program requirements for the sixth semester of study. 
 

   

15/ Literature The bibliography includes items recommended for courses  

mandatory  

related to art theory and history and required for  

used during  

The curriculum of the Faculty of Sculpture at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw . 

 

activities  

 
 

   

16/ Literature  
 

supplementary knowledge of critical publications on current events  

recommended for  

art, including those published online.  

working independently  

 
 

student  
 

   

17/ Learning outcomes  
  

 Knowledge: (student knows and understands) 
 

 - Basics of spatial composition 
 

 -The importance of light, contrast, texture, color, and other basic elements 
 

NEWS 
plastic language 

 

-Problems in the construction of figurative sculpture and construction 
 

 human anatomy 
 

 -Knows issues related to solid, form, statics, and dynamics. 
 

 -Understands the concept of synthetic form and the importance of detail 
 

 K_W01, K_W03, K_W05, K_W06, 
 

   

 Skills: (student can) 
 

 
-Reproduce, as part of an assigned exercise, an autonomous statement 
demonstrating 

 

 are independent and inquisitive. 
 

SKILLS 
-Effectively use class time to complete the project 

 

-Able to plan and consistently execute a project in specific 
 

OBSERVATI
ONS conditions of the studio. 

 

 -Organize their workspace in the studio community 
 

 
-Understands the importance of, and cares about, improving technique and 
manual skills 

 

 K_U01, K_U02, K_U03, K_U04, K_U07, K_U08, 
 

  
 

 -Self-develop and enrich their knowledge by drawing on 
 

 non-university sources 
 

KOMPETEN Clearly present your ideas and use substantive argumentation to persuade  
 

CJE 
about their validity and purpose 

 

-In the discussion process, demonstrates knowledge of terminology and 
concepts in 

 

SOCIAL 
 

E art history and criticism 
 



-Critically evaluate the results of their own work  

 
 

 -Utilize the potential of the knowledge and experience of educators. 
 

 K_K01, K_K02, K_K04, 
 

   


